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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation addresses data manipulation in collaborative re:;earch sys

tems, including what data should be stored, the operations to be performed on that data, 

and a programming interface to effect this manipulation. Collaborative research systems 

are discussed, and requirements for next-generation systems are specified, incorporating 

a range of emerging technologies including multimedia storage and presentation, expert 

systems, and object-oriented database management systems. A detailed description of a 

generic query processor constructed specifically for one collaborative research system is 

given, and its applicability to next-generation systems and emerging technologies is ex

amined. 

Chapter 1 discusses the Arizona Analyst Infonnation System (AAIS), a 

successful collaborative research system being used at the University of Arizona and else

where. Chapler 2 describes the generic query processing approach used in the AAIS, as 

an efficient, nonprocedural, high-level programmer interface to databases. Chapter 3 

specifies requirements for next-generation collaborative research systems that encompass 

the entire research cycle for groups of individuals working on related topics over time. 

These requirements are being used to build a next-generation collaborative research sys

tem at the University of Arizona called CARAT, for Computer Assisted Research and 

Analysis Tool. Chapter 4 addresses the underlying data management systems in terms of 

the requirements specified in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 revisits the generic query processing 

approach used in the AAIS, in light of the requirements of Chapter 3, and the range of 



data management solutions described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 demonstrates the generic 

query processing approach as a viable one, for both the requirements of Chapter 3 and 

the DBMSs of Chapter 4. 

14 

The significance of this research takes several forms. First, Chapters 1 and 

3 provide detailed views of a current collaborative research system, and of a set of re

quirements for next-generation systems based on years of experience both using and 

building the AAIS. Second, the generic query processor described in Chapters 2 and 5 is 

shown to be an effective, portable programming language to database interface, ranging 

across the set of requirements for collaborative research systems as well as a number of 

underlying data management solutions. 
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CHAPfERl 

THE ARIZONA ANALYST INFORMA nON SYSTEM 

INTRODUCI'ION 

The Arizona Analyst Information System (AAIS) supports entry, retrieval, 

and analysis of large volumes of textual information in a dynamic, multi-task, collabora

tive environment. A hybrid system, the AAIS combines the retrieval flexibility of a rela

tional database, the indexing capabilities of an information retrieval system, the data or

ganization features of hypertext, and the evolutionary properties of decision support sys

tems, to create an effective, multi-user, multi-database research environment. The under

lying data model is general and enables the AAIS to encompass a wide range of research 

types [Mche88]. 

The AAIS manipulates textual information characterized by difficult and 

complex data interrelations whose format and content vary across a broad spectrum. The 

combination of information retrieval, hypertext, relational database, and decision support 

technologies result in a heightened level of access, sharing, and analysis of this informa

tion. Researchers integrate AAIS tools into their daily work, enhancing intra-researcher 

communication of data and ideas. The AAIS captures and maintains researcher expertise 

in order to support informed collaborative analysis and decision making over time. In this 



way. AAIS databases act as a long-tenn "corporate memory" for related research en

deavors. independent of the people involved in data storage and organizap.on. 

16 

AAIS tools facilitate all stages of the research cycle. from the initial collec

tion of data to the dissemination of information in reports. papers. books. and newsletters 

(See Figure 1.1.) Editor-based data entry tools allow straightforward data input and index

ing. Flexible data retrieval. bibliography production. and report generation tools enable 

both novice and expert users to operate the AAIS according to their level of experience. 

Researchers share ideas and analysis with the same tools used to enter and retrieve the 

data. Organizational procedures ensure consistent data quality and enhance the indexing 

and organization of infonnation. 

Since its inception in 1982, the AAIS has been a production system in con

stant use, and embodies over 20 man-years of development. System developers and re

searchers work in the same environment, and many developers use the AAIS for their 

own research. The proximity of developers and users, and the user-centered developer 

perspective. has allowed the system to mature gracefully over the past seven years - it has 

been continually updated to better fit researchers' needs. This happy marriage of 

developers and users is uncharacteristic of data processing environments, and one of the 

primary reasons the AAIS continues to enjoy long-tenn success. 



Research Cycle using the AAIS 

Bibliography 
Generation 

Papers 
Reports 

Analyses 

Figure 1.1. MIS Research Cycle 

DESIGN GOALS AND mSTORY 

Text 

Atom 

Hierarchy 

of AAIS 

Flies 

Development of the Arizona Analyst Information System began in 1982 

to support research on East European computer hardware. At the outset it was decided to 

make the system generalizable to other areas besides hardware, and to allow the capture 
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of data in such a way as to provide for future research. Multi-user capabilities were 

regarded as absolutely necessary. as was the provision of a high degree of user-friendli

ness. The system was envisioned as a support environment for both individual and group 

paper-writing efforts. 

Although the system has evolved considembly since 1982. these original 

design goals and seveml basic assumptions concerning AAIS users have provided the 

guidelines for change. The AAIS was designed to be as unobtrusive as possible. relying 

heavily on the desires and expertise of the users. Unobtrusiveness. ease-of-use. and a 

reliance on the users themselves for indexing. data organization. and information sharing, 

were considered paramount. System evolution has proceeded using these guidelines, in

creasing the system's overall capabilities and ease-of-use. 

Originally, the AAIS software allowed multiple users to access a single 

database, but only from a single user's login/account Available software tools were 

characterized by a sophisticated, yet one-at-a-time data entry capability, a set of unin

tegrated data retrieval capabilities, and numerous database-related administration com

mands imposed upon users. Much of the difficulties encountered were a function of the 

limitation of the DBMS in use at the time, Boeing's RIM. In 1984, a move to a more rela

tionally complete DBMS, Relational Technology's Iogres, provided the impetus for an 

entire set of new capabilities and tools. Multiple text atom entry capabilities were in

cluded, as were new text retrieval and display facilities. Many database administration 



tasks were eliminated or eased, although some problems in this area remained. True 

multi-user, multi-database capabilities became available when a new version of the 
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V AX/VMS operating system came into use the same year. At this time, users moved off 

the single account to their own accounts, and a new database was added. Users were able 

to switch between databases, and more sophisticated data display capabilities became 

available and were taken advantage of. 

During the next two years, as researchers began to master the new 

capabilities, the amount of accumulated infomlation began to demonstrate its usefulness 

in ways not originally anticipated - a common phenomenon of data analysis [Mark84]. It 

was often difficult to predict what value or meaning a given text atom had in isolation, as 

much of the information being entered into the system was of a fragmented and often con

tradictory nature. Taken together with other related text atoms, however, some text atoms 

proved to be of considerable value and provided important insight to the problem at 

hand. These kinds of discoveries by researchers led to the demand for new system 

capabilities, both integrated and friendly, to facilitate their work. 

New report generation capabilities and integrated retrieval capabilities 

were built into the software. This integration eliminated a host of previously disjunct 

commands and features and provided a single report and retrieval interface, available in 

menu or command-line form, and in interactive or batch mode. Still, query flexibility 

was limited. To address this, a query processor was constructed and integrated into the 
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software [Lync87]. Researchers were then aule to form boolean queries of arbitrary com

plexity, to browse indices, and to produce reports based on the results of the queries. 

Queries could combine both traditional information retrieval-type indices, full text, and 

hypertext-like hierarchy identifiers. Flexible bibliography generation and hierarchy 

browsing capabilities were also added. Data entry enhancements, taking advantage of 

new host system capabilities and streamlining the data entry effort, were also included 

into the software. 

DATA ORGANIZATION 

The basic construct in an AAIS database is a text 'atom.' Each text atom 

contains infonnation about a single topic or a few related topics, similar to a manual note 

card. A text atom stores infonnation at the level of detail desired by the researcher, in

stantly embodying researcher expertise concerning its usefulness, veracity, timeliness, 

and verifiability [Mche88]. The text atom facilitates storage of "messy" textual data, 

characteristic oiill-structured, complex problem environments [Voge88]. Traditional 

database structures impose rigid fonnats that fare poorly when faced with incomplete, un

fonnatted, potentially contradictory pieces of textual information [Mche88], while the 

AAIS is designed specifically for this type of data. 

The AAIS requires that each text atom be associated with a unique source. 

A single source may be associated with multiple text atoms. Sources can include papers, 

books, technical reports, conversations, television or radio reports, analyses, disserta-
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tions, or any other entity that a researcher identifies as being the 'source' of a genemted 

piece of text. The source infonnation comprises the bibliogmphic portion of an AAIS 

database, and can also include author, editor, title, and publisher specifics. A unique 

source identifier is associated with every text atom. This identifier is included in analysis 

produced using the system to genemte bibliogmphies. As this analysis makes its way 

back into the system, completing a phase of the research cycle, an audit tmi1 is fonned. 

The AAIS enables continual analysis and decision making based on a combination of 

analysis and new infonnation. 

Multiple semantic identifiers, differentiated by predefined categories, 

index each text atom [Carm89]. Categories include people, places, organizations, 'files,' 

and generic keywords or key phrases typical of infonnation retrieval systems [Salt83]. 

Index specificity increases retrieval precision. Automatic identification and marking of 

some indices [Jone84] is available. AAIS databases use uncontrolled vocabularies for 

keywords, and use controlled vocabularies for organizations and places. Organizations 

may fonn hierarchies simply by indicating the 'parent' of an organization. AAIS files 

group text atoms according to topic, providing convenient repositories for analytical ef

forts. In addition, fIles for each analyst serve as message mailboxes so that an analyst can 

be alerted to text atoms of interest as they are entered into the system. File assignment 

based on characterizations set up by the researchers themselves provide an automatic 

means of delivering items of interest, as in [Hogg83, Mal087]. 



I AAIS Hypertext Features 

Hierarchical Structures 
Graph-Based (Cross-reference links) 
Link Types 
AttributeNalue pairs associated with nodes 
Paths (Links to create persistent objects) 
Versioning 
Procedural Attachment 
String Search 
Text Editor 
Concurrent Multiusers 
Pictures or Graphics 
Graphical Browser 

Rgure 1.2. AAIS Hypertext Features 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Any 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
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A database-specific directory hierarchy organizes virtual AAIS files into 

hypertext-like nodes [Conk87]. (See Figure 1.2 for a list of hypertext features the AAIS 

includes.) AAIS tools allow browsing of the hierarchy and investigation of the composi-

tion of files. Both directory nodes and files may have textual descriptions displayed 

during browsing, and files may be 'opened' to view the included text atoms. Hierarchical-

ly organized sets of text atoms create a metadata structure not available in traditional in-

formation retrieval systems [Carm89]. As each piece of text is associated with three dif-

ferent files on average, the directory and file hierarchy provide important contextual in-

formation that enhances retrievability [Motr86g]. In addition, the directory hierarchy 

provides a type of controlled vocabulary, as text atoms inherit keywords by their associa-



tion with a file in a particular place in the hierarchy [Mche88]. The semantic indices, 

coupled with the fIles and directory hierarchy, comprise the analytical portion of an 

I Example AAIS Directory and file Hierarchy 

Directory Nodes 

FIRMWARE.HOT 

::i66miW~~::::~::::l. 
:::;;;G~I~I~~·:·;W 

I Mlcroproc. I I Drives I I LANs 

I MIMD I I Controllers I I Modems 

I Packs I 
Figure 1.3. Example MIS Directory and File Hierarchy 

Ada I I 
ronran II 

I 

AAIS Flies 

DB2 

'ngres 

Oracle 

AAIS database. An example directory and file hierarchy appears in Figure 1.3. Typical 
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AAIS databases include many more directory nodes and files, but the example is illustra-

tive. 
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Because researchers actively associate text atoms with AAIS files, they 

represent the results of many decisions concerning the correlation between a given text 

atom and the file definition. In many ways, flIes represent the answer to the query 

defined by the file itself. Files also provide a means of categorization for researchers that 

eases the intellectual burden of analysis. The directory hierarchy provides a means of nar

rowing and broadening searches of the database not &vailable in typical information 

retrieval systems. The AAIS directory and file hierarchies attempt to mirror the concep

tual models of the researchers who design them. For these reasons, fIles and the direc

tory hierarchy they reside in are an important focus and critical elements of the AAIS re

search environment. 

AAIS databases are built on top of a relational database management sys

tem, effectively integrating information retrieval capabilities [Mac181, Dob081, Sche82, 

Wies851. A relational DBMS provides data integrity, concurrency, recovery, and security 

features [Date821, as well as flexible data retrieval capabilities. The bibliographic and 

analytical halves of an AAIS database form a set of relations that comprise an AAIS 

database schema (see Appendix A). The delineation of text atom, reference information, 

and analytical information enable the efficient storage and retrieval of data that varies 

widely in format, content, and perspective (level of analysis). The use of multiple indices 

with rich semantics decreases the overall cost of queries and increases both recall and 

precision [MasI89]. This schema generalizes to a host of research areas. Its inherent 

flexibility derives from the text atom as the focal point of the schema. Hierarchy brows-



ing and fact fmding are available using this schema, when considerable additional 

schema complexity would be expected for these capabilities in a "messy" data environ

ment [Marc88]. 
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Two unique identifiers link the bibliographic and analytical halves of an 

AAIS database. Text atoms are linked to the bibliographic information by a unique 

reference identifier, termed a REFID. By convention, the REFID is composed of the first 

four letters of the first author's last name of the source, and is followed by year (and 

month and day if pertinent) information. Uniqueness is ensured by automatically generat

ing additional letters for different sources which end up with initially identical REFIDs 

(e.g., a match on Bart88 would generate Bart88b). A unique integer is generated for each 

text atom that enters into an AAIS database, termed a lEXTID. The lEXTID is used in 

the analytical half of the database to map back to the text atom associated with the par

ticular index. Both the lEXTID and the REFID appear in the lEXT relation, which 

maps directly to the actual text associated with a text atom. This, then, is the focal point 

of an AAIS database schema. Researchers typically make little use of the schema direct

ly, although the available DBMS query language allows retrieval and manipulation of 

data in an AAIS database. 

The software, databases, and directory and file hierarchies together form 

the AAIS research environment, shown in Figure 1.4. Multiple researchers can be as

sociated with a single database, and a single researcher can be associated with multiple 
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databases. For each database, a researcher-built directory and file hierarchy exists. Resear

chers switch between databases and their corresponding directory and fIle hierarchies 

with a single command, easily specifying a 'current' database - an important criteria for 

I AAIS Environment 

Rgure 1.4. MIS Environment 

effective decision support [Reim85]. 

All data is stored in the relational DBMS, with the exception of 'analysis' 

files in the directory hierarchy. An analysis file is a parameterized text fIle that stores in-
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cremental analysis, usually on a piece of hardware of interest It differs from a regular 

AAIS file only in that the parameterized text does not also exist in the DBMS. All other 

data is stored in the relational DBMS. AAIS files, for instance, do not exist as compila

tions of the text atoms that comprise them. Rather, only pointers from text atoms to the 

files exist in the database, and the actual file is only created at the researcher's request 

This eliminates redundancy as a text atom is, on average, associated with 3 or more files 

[Mche88]. AAIS software tools allow the researcher to view the contents of a file without 

ever creating the actual file on disk. Default file creation, however, occurs in the place in 

the directory hierarchy where the file logically belongs, facilitating an understanding of 

the file's contents. 

SYSTEM USE 

The AAIS software provides researchers with multiple views of the data, 

indices, and analysis, and allows researchers to enter, update. and retrieve information 

using tools designed specificially for those purposes. Access to these tools is provided 

via an AAIS main menu for novice researchers. and via the command-line or feature

specific menu combinations for experienced researchers. Most commands are available 

for both interactive and batch processing. Figure 1.5 depicts one portion of the AAIS 

main menu, which appears to the researcher in a scroll able window. A researcher may 

select an operation, or may alternatively get on-line help associated with an operation. A 

tenet of AAIS software is the ability to get both on-line (at the host system command 
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prompt) and context-sensitive (within a program) help. Within programs, pressing the "1" 

(question mark) key allows the researcher to access context-sensitive help. A help index 

feature also exists, which returns to the researcher all of the actual AAIS help calls as-

sociated with a given topic. (See Figure 1.6.) 

Two main programs comprise the bulk of the AAIS software. The ADD 

program facilitates data entry, while the VIEW program retrieves and manipulates infor-

mation and generates reports and bibliographies. Other features aid in moving in and 

AAIS Main Menu Window 

Command 

SET_ALL 
SET_DB 
SET_DBA 
SET_PRO 
SHOW_DB 
SHOW_DIR 
SLOW 
SPR 
ST_REfo"ERENCE 
TOPRO 
TOVAX 
UNBUILD 
VIEW 
WHO 

Figure 1.5. MIS Main Menu Window 

f:}~1.I!!i:~!iJ:rj\~i\~:#.i~·~~IP.·~.~\f·::·::::·:::J 
Description 

SET DB, DBA AND PRO ENVIRONMENTS 
SET DATABASE DEFAULT 
SET UP DBA ENVIRONMENT 
SET UP PRO ENVIRONMENT 
SHOW CURRENT DATABASE 
SHOW DIRECTORY TREE 
SET ADD PGM FOR SLOW TERMINAL 
ADDNIEW PERFORMANCE REQUESTS 
EXTRACT REFERENCES FROM FILE 
SEND FILE TO PRO (AFTER SET_PRO) 
SEND FILE TO VAX (AFTER SETjlRO) 
UNBUILD VIRTUAL FILE 
VIEW TEXT 
SHOW AAlS USERS 



I FINDHELP Help Index 

• F1NDHELP ARTICLE 

producea tho following help cella: 

HELP AAlS ADD_DATA ADD_EDITOR TEMPLATE_INCLUSION ARTICLE_TEMPLATE 
HELP AAlS TEMPLATES ARTICLE_TEMPLATE 
HELP AAIS TEMPLATES ARTICLE_TEMPLATE REQUIRED 
HELP AAIS INGRES SCHEMA ARTICLE 

Figure 1.6. FINDHELP Help Index 

searching the directory hierarchy. actual paper production, and me transfer. These tools 

will be examined in turn. 

The Add Program 

The ADD program is the primary information gateway into an AAIS 

database. ADD uses a full-screen editor and a template-based approach to data entry. 

ADD performs multiple syntactical and semantic checks on a text atom before a text 

atom enters an AAIS database. Help messages accompany errors encountered during 
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processing. ADD is available both in interactive and batch mode, and allows the process-

ing of up to 99 text atoms in a single session. Batch mode logs capture errors, allow syn-

tactically and semantically correct text atoms to be appended to the database, and return 

failed text atoms to the researcher for changes, saving considerable on-line time. 
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Most AAIS researchers use ADD in an interactive fashion, usirig the 

template and full-screen editor as a notetaking tool while reading or doing analysis. The 

customized editor facilitates data entry, and allows real-time inquiries of the database. 10-

quiries can involve reference information, index information, or be performed to verify 

commentary or analysis. Over 10% of the text atoms in the largest AAIS database in-

clude annotation of some form [Mche88]. 

The AAIS uses five template types: ARTICLE, VOLUME, BOOK, 

OTIIER, and SHORT. ARTICLE templates are used for journal or magazine articles. A 

blank ARTICLE template is shown in Figure 1.7. VOLUME templates are used for a 

I Article Template 

ARTICLE TEMPLATE ******************** 
&REFID: 
&JRNID: 
&JTITLE: 
&PUBLISHER: 
&ENGTIT: 
&NONENGTIT: 
&VOL: 
&NUMBER: 
&DATE PUBLISHED: 
&ART PAGES: 
&AUTRORS: 
&PAGE OF REF: 
&TEXT:- -
&TABLE: 

&COUNTRY CODES: 
&IDNUM: -
&ENTRY PERSON 
&SEND_TO_FILES: 

Figure 1.7. ARTICLE Template 
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source that is a collection of articles, like a conference proceedings or a book with multi

ple chapters written by different authors. Regular books require BOOK templates. 

OTHER templates are used when the source does not fit the ARTICLE, VOLUME, or 

BOOK template fonnat, as in conversations, private communications, analysis, or 

television reports. SHORT templates are used when multiple text atoms come from a 

single source. The bibliographic infonnation is only input once, then the REFID in the 

SHORT template indicates the source. The complete set of AAIS templates appear in Ap

pendix B. 

Template tokens facilitate the input of bibliographic infonnation, while 

free-fonn entry allows the researchers to input text in the way that best fits their needs. In

dexing may be done in the text itself, using special symbols to demarcate beginning and 

end-points. An ARTICLE template that is ready for ADD processing appears in Figure 

1.8. Alternatively, indices may be specified using tokens exactly as the bibliographic in

fonnation is entered, facilitating the programmatic construction of templates based on 

available machine-readable text. For instance, keywords or key phrases can be cited in

side the free text, or specific keywords may be listed by using the &KEYWORDS: token. 

This capability has been used to implement a controlled keyword vocabulary for several 

researchers, by processing the free text against the predefmed keywords of interest, and 

then adding keywords with the &KEYWORDS: token rather than modifying the free 

text. The semistructured nature of ADD templates has eased system extensibility in the 

areas of indexing and communication of infonnation, as in [Mal087b]. 



Article Template Complete 

AR11Ct.ETEMPLATE ---
aREAD: NoIkIJa 
&JRNlD:CACU 
&J1lTLE: CommunIcation. 01 lb. ACU 
APUBUSIIER: AooocIatlon lor COmputIng Mlcillnery 
AENGnT: 
interconnecting Heterogeneoua COmputer 8)'8loml 
AVOL:31 
ANUMBER:' 
ADA~PUBUSHED:Uuch1~ 
&ART_PAGES:250-n 
IlAUTHORS: 
Do Hotkln;A. P. Black; Eo Do Lezowaka; It. ... Levy;J.llanlalo; 
oJ. Z.horjan 
aPAGE_OF JlEF: 25D 
aTEXT: 
A Aaoltwa .. struclu .. A eralled by lhe "IWIlfoganeouD COmputer Byatam" (HCS) 
ProJect al the auw (Unl ..... 1Iy 01 Wuhlnglon) ()()II ... cIeolgnDd 10 Ddd .... lha 
problema 01 Ahalerogenell~A Ibal typically oriaeln A ...... rch computing 
onvlronmentaA• The autho .. dlscuaa A .. mote proODdu .. callaA, AcaU UrTIIt 
erc~ntet!on". "!Mnd titre efCen!!eUon", Ae!ubA ~r=ret!e!1, r .. :!'n!ng e.~ · .... rr_=,. 
computallon. 1T0m Johnaonlla. pIoneer ollhla reMarch. 
Key:: Adlatrlbuled procaaalngA; Aflla orgJ:nlzatlonA; Aflla eyabmsA; 

Aoparatlng ayatamA 

aCOUNmY_CODES: USA 
aIDII:l.la.;: .holll/cab~\&!111!J1 
aENTRY_PERSON: IIjI 
aSEND_TO_RLES: HETERo.DB 

Special symbols inside the text include: 111\11, lilli, "#", and "_". "1\" demar-
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cates keywords or key phrases up to 60 characters long. Similarly, "1" is used for persons 

and "#" is used for organizations. Special symbols are doubled when the actual character 

is to be used in the text. Both persons and organizations have a special syntax associated 

with them for inclusion of additional pertinent information, such as country of origin. 

The syntax was designed to mirror as closely as possible the typical free-text input of this 

information. "_" demarcates acronyms and their expansions, enabling the construction of 

a list of acronyms in the database that are used in the context of the research. 
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The &SEND_TO_Fll..ES: token is used to associate a text atom with an 

AAIS file. The files to be 'sent to' are entered following this token. Automatic file assign

ment based on boolean combinations of words in the text is also available, but only a few 

researchers currently use this capability. Files immediately reflect the addition of text 

atoms during the ADD process, because associating a text atom with a file logically ap

pends that text atom to the file. &SEND_TO_Fll..ES: is also the mechanism used to route 

text atoms of interest to analysts. For instance, if Bart covers local area networks, by con

vention a text atom concerning local area networks would be 'sent to' BART.HOT. In ad

dition, the text atom could be sent to a file specifically set up for local area network infor

mation. Since an analyst typically covers more than a single research area, the 'hot' file 

concept is a useful one. Analysts can instantly retrieve the latest information entered into 

the database relative to their interests. This is an important form of intra-researcher com

munication. Because researchers can also use the existing directory and file assignment 

information, more effective information interchange can occur [MarkS7]. The 

availability of the directory and file hierarchy, coupled with researcher-provided descrip

tions of each, provides problem-oriented communication services necessary for effective 

group decision suppon [Bui86b]. 

Other tokens of interest are &COUNTRY_CODES: and &IDNUM:. 

Countries may be associated with a particular text atom by using standard abbreviations 

or the complete name of the country. A synonym list is included in each database to 

make the appropriate translations, and may be added to as needed. &IDNUM: identifies 



the place for a hardcopy of a reference. This is simply a character string that indicates 

where a printed copy of the reference is located. 
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Files, keywords, countries, persons, and organizations comprise the set of 

text atom-specific indices. Each of these indices is appended to the database in a pointer

only form so that multiple copies of redundant information do not proliferate. The AAIS 

schema and software interact to control data redundancy. 

After the template has been constructed, ADD operation proceeds with a 

syntactic check of the text atom. Separate syntactic checks are performed for each token 

included in the template. Checks for legal word lengths, legal line lengths, matching pairs 

of symbols, blank fields, spacing, and format are all included. If errors are encountered, 

they are kept until all syntax checking has occurred. The researcher then has the ability to 

see each error and its corresponding help message. They may return to the editor and cor

rect any syntactic errors in the template during this phase of processing. After the text 

atom is deemed to be syntactically correct, a semantic check of the text atom occurs. The 

semantic check processes files and countries to ensure they already exist in the database, 

and checks identifiers and their expansions such as REFID arid ORGID (for organiza

tions) to ensure they do not exist in the database in a variant form. 

A semantic check is performed on each file to ensure that it exists in the 

database. If a flle does not exist, the researcher has the opportunity to create the flle and 

place it in the directory hierarchy. (See Figure 1.9.) A researcher can browse the direc-
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tory hierarchy, enter the directory specification directly, choose a directory that has 

another fIle, update or delete the file from the list, or look at a single directory. Figure 

1.10 displays the directory and fIle browsing screen and a portion of an AAIS database 

directory hierarchy. 

The REFID is the unique reference identifier for a single source. While 

multiple text atoms can be associated with a single source, each source must have a uni-

que REFID. Researchers, more often than not, will generate REFIDs with the algorithm 

already cited, and then let the software check for uniqueness. When potential duplicates 

are found during the semantics checking process, they are displayed to the researcher. 

The researcher determines whether another text atom from the same source has been put 

in and, if so, 'aborts' the entry of the current bibliographic information by changing the 

current template to a SHORT template. Alternatively, a researcher may want to replace 

I File Placement Menu 

File: ZKEVIN.HOT 
Not found in database 

A - Use Automatic entry program 
D - Enter Directory specificadon directly 
W - Same directory as another file 
L - Look at a directory 
F - Re-enter File name 
B - Blank this file from list 
P - Continue Processing 
X- Exit now 

Enter Request-> 

Rgure 1.9. File Placement Menu 
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the displayed information with their current information. The researcher also has the op-

tion of generating the next logical REFID. These options are displayed in menu form, as 

depicted in Figure 1.11. The final REFID associated with the source is usually written on 

the hardcopy version of the source before it is put away. This is one of the reasons 

REFIDs are frequently used in data retrieval and analysis. The other reason is that the 

first letters of the REFID are derived from the author's last name, making the REFID a 

convenient vehicle for retrieval. 

I Directory and File Browsing Menu 

"'-CAM 
"'-QTH ('cam_oth'} 
"'-ROBOTICS ('robot'} 

"'-ASSEMBLY ('asmbly'} 
"--CASTING ('cast') 
"'-LOADING ('Idng'} 
"'-PAINTING ('pntg'} 
II.-·PRESSWORK ('press'} 
"'-TOOLING ('tooling'} 
II.-.WELDING (weld'} 
II.-.MUL TI ('multi'} 
"-oTHER ('robotother'} 
II.-.UNKNOWN ('unk'} 
II.-.RTK ('rtk'} 
"--COMPNTS ('comp'} 

"'-MACHTOOLS ('mtcals'} 

Command Mode: please selact a command 
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ORGIDs are unique identifiers for organizations. ORGIDs facilitate as-

sociating a text atom with an organization without having to include the full name of an 

organization each time. For instance, mM is the obvious ORGID for International Busi-

ness Machines Corporation. Many other cases, however, are not as straightforward, for in-

stance, the All-Union Automatic Electric Drive Scientific Research Institute. In addition, 

many of the names of organizations are derived from translations in much research work, 

resulting in slight differences not easily identified by traditional string-processing 

I REFID Generation Menu 

A duplicate refid has been found for: 

Date83 (AR) (SreCS3) (Database Usability) () () () () (2) () () (C J Date) 

And 1 similar refids have been found 

A - Abort entry of new info 
- template type becomes SHORT 

E - Enter a new Refid for this template data 
G - Generate next logical Refid for this template data 
R - Replace all of displayed entry with your entry 
N - See Next duplicate entry 
P - Continue Processing 
x- Exit now 
Enter Request ---> 
Refid # 1 
Date83 (AR) (Accp83) (Relational Database: an Overview) () (2) () (26-30 
SEPT. 1983) (VOL2) () () (C J Date) 

Figure 1.11. REFID Generation Menu 
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methods. A sophisticated heuristic algorithm detennines and ranks similar organizations, 

while using a stop-word list that is specific to organization names [Cann89]. The 

software presents the ranked list to the researcher, as in Figure 1. \2. This type of index-

ing assistance ensures a minimum of semantic redundancy in the organization inde~. 

Syntactic and semantic reduction of redundancy in indices is accomplished both by AAIS 

tools and group procedures, discussed in the section on Organizational Guidelines. 

I Organization Heuristics Menu 

You have entered this organization: 

TACCS (Technical Advisory Committee on Computer Systems) 

And 3 organizations that may be the same have been found 

U - Abort entry of this organization and use the currently displayed orgid 
W - Write your entry to the data base 
R - Replace all of displayed entry with your entry 
N- See Next duplicate entry 
P - Continue Processing 
X - Exit now 

Enter Request ---> 
duplicate # 1 

CSTAC (Computer Systems Technical Advisory Committee) () (US) 

Rgure 1.12. Organization Heuristics Menu 
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The View Program 

The VIEW program implements the data retrieval, data organization, data 

reporting, and bibliography generation features of AAIS software. Versatile data re~eval 

and reporting capabilities allow VIEW to act as a filter for database information, retriev

ing database objects in terms of logical combinations of other database objects [Lync89]. 

Researchers are able to form complex boolean queries, to browse indices, and to produce 

reports based on the results of the queries. Queries can combine traditional information 

retrieval-type indices, full text, and the hypertext-like hierarchy identifiers. Flexible bibli

ography generation and hierarchy browsing capabilities are also included. 

VIEW can be completly menu-driven as well as completely command

driven, or a combination of the two, and operates in both interactive and batch mode. 

Default operation of VIEW can be customized according to the researcher's needs. This 

customization can occur in the researcher's environment, on the command line, or within 

a single VIEW session. Extensive on-line and context-sensitive help is available for 

VIEW features. 

By default, VIEW searches for and retrieves text atoms, based on 

whatever constraints a researcher specifies. The VIEW menu presented to the researcher 

is displayed in Figure 1.13. The researcher may select any subset of the indices to search 

on, including full text. Indices are selected by including the single letter associated with 
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the index on the menu. Selecting more than one index implies an AND relationship be-

tween indices, by default. Each index chosen will display a corresponding prompt to 

enter the search value(s). Defaults can be manipulated on this screen to affect sorting 

order, dates of text atoms retrieved, whether the number of text atoms to be retrieve:<! is 

displayed first, and whether to browse indices when the query suggests it. 

Index browsing occurs when the researcher selects that option on the com-

mand line or manipulates the default inside VIEW. The researcher selects the index to 

browse in the same way search indices are selected, and then enters a wildcard character 

(n*n, n?,,) as part of the search value. VIEW then retrieves all of the unique values of the 

I View Menu 

11-MAR-1989 VIEW Main Menu Database: PUBLIC 

(C) Search on COUNTRY information 
(D) Search on DIRECTORY information 
(F) Search on FilE information 
(K) Search on KEYWORD information 
(l) Search on LINE (full text) 

!M) MERGE files of text ids 
N Search on NAME ( erson) information ol Search on ORGID forganizatiOn) information 

(R) Search on REFID (reference) information 
(T) Search on TEXTID information 

(V) ViewlManipulale defaults for AND, NUMBER, SELECT, SINCE, SORT 

(W) ViewlManipulate defaults for INAMETYPE 

Enter leiter or combinations (1 • Help, X. exit) ._> 

Figure 1.13. VIEW Menu 
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index that match using the search value and wildcard specified. A scrollable window of 

the values is presented to the researcher. Figure 1.14 displays an index-browsing win

dow for the query KEYWORD = MICRO"'. The researcher can select a number of these 

to be ORed together for retrieval, if so desired. This is especially useful in the case of 

keywords and persons, where syntactic synonyms are more common than in the other in

dices. 

When text atoms are retrieved interactively, VIEW displays the screen 

depicted in Figure 1.15. At the top of the screen, search information is included: the 

search value(s), the total number of text atoms retrieved, and the TEXTID of the text 

atom currently being viewed. The second line displays the REFID, the page number, the 

initials of the entry person, a security code, and the TEXTID. The text of the text atom is 

included in a scrollable window in the middle of the screen. When larger than 17 lines, 

the text atom can be scrolled using the up and down arrows, and the "+" and "-" keys. 

Operations that can be performed, both for the specific text atom being viewed and for 

the entire set of text atoms retrieved, are highlighted at the bottom of the screen. A re

searcher invokes an operation by pressing the single key that corresponds to it in the high

lighted menu. 

Control operations allow the researcher to move between text atoms in the 

set. The right and left arrow keys move forward and backward in the set, respectively. 

The (J)ump command jumps forward or backward a specified number of text atoms. The 
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(S)earch option searches all text atoms for a specified character string, and displays the 

fIrst text atom in which the string was found. Searches may continue through the set of 

text atoms using subsequent (S)earch commands. The (l)ndex feature displays the REFID 

and the fIrst 60 characters of text for all text atoms in the set, and allows the researcher to 

browse through these. The display occurs in a scrollable window, shown in Figure 1.16, 

and allows the researcher to move to a specific text atom of interest. 

I Index Browsing 

:;:);:);/~fJ.~~~jjjJ~tci:~:\:;\:;):;):;;/;):;;:\;:\;/;;/;;:);:)):;\:;;/;):;;?;;?;;:;~\\;:\; 
MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATiONS 
!MICROPROCESSOR ARCHITECTURES 
MICROPROCESSOR BIPOLAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
MICROPROCESSOR COMPLEX 
MICROPROCESSOR COMPLEXES 
MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENT 
MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL 
MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLER 
MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL SYSTEM 
MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT SET 
MICROPROCESSOR EQUIPMENT 
MICROPROCESSOR MANUFACTURING UNIT 
MICROPROCESSOR SET 
MICROPROCESSOR SIMULATOR 
MICROPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY 
MICROPROGRAM 
MICROPROGRAM-CONTROL 

Figure 1.14. Index Browsing Menu 
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A number of commands operate only on the text atom being viewed. The 

(E)xtract command copies the current text atom into a fIle on the host system. The 

(U)pdate command allows the editing of text to include annotation or analysis, using a 

full-screen editor. Other commands are primarily informational. (C)ountry, (F)ile, and 

I View Text Atom Display 

FILENAME 

Rof Id: Lync87 

KEVlN.HOT 

Pg: 387 Addar: KJL 

Total: D2 Vlawlng#91 

Soccoda: P Taxtld: 605 

ThIs papDr prClBGntlltha desIgn and constructIon of a Qual·baHd 
gDnaric quory processor for rotrleval from an Ingros databa ... 
Tho procaasof allowatho uS!lr to construct appllcallona that can 
davDlop a syntactIcally corroCl Quol quary at run-lima ulllng only 
tho logical relallonshlps batwDen datil alemen1s. The Interface 
thattha doveJopDra UGllllnablollthom to devolop flDxlble appllcallons 
moro quIckly. Also presonted Is. methodology for Insulallng 
appllcallons from databaso schoma changos usIng tha generic quory 
processor. The gonerlc quary procosslng approach Is uHd In tho Arizona 
Analyst Information System (AAIS) at the Unlverohy of Arizona. Tho AAIS .. 
• text·based research system that has baDn under davolopmllnt for thalast 
five yaal'll. Tho gonarlc quory processing Intorface lcolot .. DBMS-speclflc 
coda and provldeo appllcallon codlllndepDndanca from tho DBMS. 

Figure 1.15. VIEW Text Atom Display 
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(K)eyword display the actual indices associated with the text atom being displayed. The 

(K)eyword command includes the option to add keywords as well as view them, allowing 

the researcher to add indexing information that fits their own analysis needs. The (R)efid 

command expands the REFID to include the type and title of the source for the text. atom. 

The (L)ocation command accesses the IDNUM field for the referenc.e. The IDNUM 

I (I)ndex Feature 
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Figure 1.16. Index Feature 

facilitates sharing of information by showing any researcher that retrieves a text atom ex-

actly where the source resides that generated the text. 
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The "#" (Organization) and (p)erson commands operate slightly different. 

They display the actual indices associated with the text, but also show information con

cerning the use of these indices in the database as a whole. The "#" (Organization) com

mand displays the ORGID, its full expansion, its country of origin, its parent (if one ex

ists), and all of the TEXTIDs of the text atoms where this organization is also cited. For 

(p)erson, the author and editor information is displayed, and includes all publications for 

that person currently in the database. In addition, all of the TEXTIDs of the text atoms 

where a given person has been cited in the text is included. In both of these options, the 

researcher is able to save the set of TEXTIDs for later processing. VIEW has the 

capability to rnerge sets of TEXTIDs based on boolean cornbinations, and can generate 

bibliographies and reports based on the TEXTID sets. The sets of TEXTIDs can also be 

used as input to another VIEW session, enabling the researcher to retrieve all the text 

atorns where a certain person or organization has been cited. 

The (D)elete, (M)ove, and (T)ransfer commands also operate on only the 

text atorn being viewed. These are irnportant commands because they are used often and 

affect the data organization of the database. VIEW is used not only to retrieve informa

tion, but also to filter and route information through the database. When an analyst is 

viewing their 'hot' file, for instance, selecting (D)elete rneans that it is not of interest to 

thern and the association of the text atorn with the hot file ends. Often, however, other re

searchers route text atorns to the researcher who knows the most about a particular area. 

Bart, for instance, rnay have an entire directory and file hierarchy associated with local 
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area networks. Because other researchers may be too busy or too inexperienced to place 

text atoms in the correct place in that hierarchy, they may simply route th,em to Bart. 

Bart, then, after using the (F)ile option to see what fIles the text atom has been sent to, 

will recognize that this text atom must be placed in the correct place in his local area net

work hierarchy. The (M)ove and (T)ransfer commands facilitate this operation. (M)ove 

is just a copy, additionally associating the current text atom with a new file (or files), and 

(T)ransfer is just a (M)ove and (D)elete. 

The (V)irtual3ile feature is equivalent to an aggregate (M)ove for all of 

the retrieved text atoms in the set. A researcher may create new fIles and directory nodes 

using this option. This is a typical occurrence in AAIS databases, for a number of 

reasons. The file and directory hierarchy changes over time because of the addition of in

formation and accompanying increased understanding. Initially, many times, not enough 

is known about the area of interest to form a meaningful hierarchy [Hala88]. Hierarchy 

formation can only occur when more information has been accumulated. AAIS files have 

been designed with this in mind, and can be broad or narrow in scope, depending on the 

researcher's needs. New files (and directory nodes) can be added and the focus sharpened 

as additional information is gathered. Another situation that frequently occurs involves a 

change in current focus, possibly brought on by constraints of time, personnel, or resour

ces. In this case, a different perspective of the current information is used to produce a 

profile of the newly acquired focus. The database is searched for pertinent information, 
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retrieval sets are viewed and massaged, and entirely new directory nodes anJ files created 

using VIEW. 

The (O)utput option enables researchers to generate reports, bibliog-

raphies, or sets ofTEXTIDs or REFIDs for the retrieved set of text atoms. Figure 1.17, 

the View Output Menu, displays the choices. The (S)creen_display option prints the 

retrieved set using a display that is similar to the actual VIEW screen display. Other 

I View Output Menu 
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Figure 1.17. VIEW Output Menu 
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index infonnation can be added to the printed set by setting defaults, either in the re

searcher's environment or using menus within VIEW. These indices include compl~te 

reference infonnation, person reports, organization infonnation, and file information. 

The (N)ewsletter option prints the retrieved set in a formatted fashion, one text atom per 

page, with all text right-justified. All analysis or commentary is separated within the text 

atom, and header infonnation is included for the reference. Appendices are included in 

the newsletter for all acronyms, keywords, persons, and organizations cited in the 

retrieved text atoms. These are sorted alphabetically and refer back to the page of the 

newsletter the index was cited. A complete bibliography is also generated in a newslet

ter. 

The newsletter capability is specifically supported in the AAIS by means 

of topical groupings other than files. A 'gem' is a text atom deemed to be of particular 

significance in and of itself. Gems are tracked in the pursuit of special topics for a re

searcher or a sponsor. Typically, topics of interest are set up in advance in a given area, 

and gems are associated with those topics as they enter the system. Alternatively, a re

searcher can designate a text atom as a 'gem' using the (G)em option in VIEW. This 

then allows the researcher to add commentary or analysis and associate the text atom 

with predefined topics. When gem newsletters are produced, text atoms are given head

ings that correspond to the predefined topics. Newsletters, by including all of the index 

infonnation associated with text atoms, have proved to be an effective means of com

munication between researchers and outside groups in specific topic areas. 
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Researchers perfonn most of their work in an interactive mode with 

VIEW. From the command line, they may specify queries and bypass menus. To search 

for text atoms associated with the organization IBM, the country FRANCE, and the 

keyword DBMS, a researcher would specify on the command line: 

VIEW/ORG=IBM/CO=FRANCE/KEY=DBMS 

To output a report in the default (S)creen_display style, a researcher needs only to specify: 

VIEW/ORG=mM/CO=FRANCE/KEY=DBMS/OUTPUT 

To include reference, file, name, and organization infonnation to the report, a researcher 
specifies: 

VIEW/ORG=mM/CO=FRANCElKEY=DBMS/OUTPUT/ADD=(ORG,NAME,FILE,REF 
ER) 

To output a newsletter based on the organization, country, and keyword query, a researcher 
enters: 

VIEW/ORG=IBM/CO=FRANCE/KEY=DBMS/OUTPUT/STYLE=NEWS 

To generate a complete bibliography based on the same query: 

VIEW/ORG=IBM/CO=FRANCE/KEY=DBMS/OUTPUT/STYLE=BIBLIO 

Experienced AAIS researchers make more extensive use of command-line 

features. Reports are generated in batch mode, freeing the researcher for more analysis-

intensive tasks. By allowing researchers to tailor their environment according to their 

own needs and level of experience, VIEW delivers the flexibility necessary to make it an 

integral tool in their daily work. The combination of powerful querying, massaging, and 

routing capabilities enable the researcher to use VIEW to change the structure of their in-
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fonnation as their understanding develops. Delivering these capabilities is critical for ef

fective, ongoing decision support in a group environment. 

ORGANIZATIONAL GUIDELINES 

Collaborative work requires initiation of and adherence to some general 

group-wide guidelines. As the AAIS was designed to be as unobtrusive as possible, there 

is a reliance on the group to follow certain procedures. For instance, when indexing, a re

searcher is not required to consult a thesaurus or provide weights for terms, the assump

tion being that the additional indexing burden will prevent the researcher from integrat

ing the system into his or her regular work [Mche88]. As a result, group policies and pro

cedures must provide a mechanism to ensure consistent indexing across researchers. 

Controlled keyword vocabularies are available, as are automatic file assignment 

capabilities, butt these mechanisms only partially solve the indexing problem, and have 

their own limitations [Blai85]. Guidelines regarding how analysts index and organize 

their information can be tailored to a specific environment, as they tend to differ con

siderably between research groups. 

Training has a long-term impact on use of the AAIS and adherence to 

group guidelines. Effective training encompasses multiple phases. The first phase begins 

with gaining a general familiarity with the system as a whole, and the AAIS Users 

Manual and on-line help, in particular. An introduction of group policies and procedures 

and beginning data entry is accomplished at this time. Some time later researchers enter a 
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second phase, requiring additional training, particularly relating to group policies for or

ganizing infonnation in the directory and file hierarchy. This phase is usually accom

panied by an increased need to use advanced features of both VIEW and ADD. As re

searchers learn more about their subject area, they attempt to structure information ac

cording to their understanding. As they learn more about the system, they are better able 

to accomplish this. 

Group policies concerning REFID and ORGID generation are good ex

amples. Researchers often communicate in 'shorthand' form using these identifiers. It is 

important that everyone in the group understands how these are generated. Equally im

portant is to decide upon conventions for encoding IDNUMs, the location of the 

hardcopy of the source which generates a text atom. Understanding the mapping from an 

IDNUM to its physical location reduces unnecessary communication and speeds analysis. 

Regular group communication facilitates access to infonnation. Discus

sion of analyst topic coverage ensures that items of interest are passed to the analyst with 

the knowledge or interest in a particular area. Routing of text atoms to the appropriate re

searcher also increases the likelihood that a particular text atom will be associated with 

the correct files in the directory hierarchy. Researchers discuss not only their area of 

coverage, but the way in which they have structured their infonnation. An understanding 

of the directory and file hierarchy particular to a given researcher serves to increase the 

understanding of other group members of that topic area. 
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Over time, collaborative groups may suffer from deterioration regarding 

certain data and procedures. This is bound to occur in environments where personnel 

turnover is frequent, responsibilities continually become more demanding and complex, 

and the size of the information base is growing. The situation is compounded by intense 

time constraints and a shortage of quality personnel. For these reasons, group policies 

and procedures need to be decided upon at the outset, incorporated into training, and 

reiterated and updated at regular intervals. The AAIS allows much flexibility in these 

areas, and that is exactly why a consistent approach to group-level guidelines is neces

sary - to facilitate group work over a long period of time. 

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

To support multiple, concurrent users of multiple databases on the same 

machine, the AAIS makes extensive use of VAX logical names and tables. Logical 

names are run-time environment variables that a researcher sets up by selecting an AAIS 

database to work with. The software, for instance, works with the logical name 

AAIS_DB, which refers to the 'current' AAIS database. When a user selects a particular 

database, this logical is set to that database name. In this way, the software operates with 

multiple databases for a single user. The use of logical names for databases and directory 

hierarchies facilitates switching between databases quickly and easily. In addition, com

plete testing environments are in place using logical names, easing the administration of 

software development 
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As the system has grown, so has the fonnalization of software develop

ment procedures. System staff members use the waterfall life-cycle model of software 

development. Problem-reporting templates, fIlled out by users and automatically mailed 

to all system staff members, provide the necessary input for maintenance updates. New 

development begins when the group as a whole agrees on a proposed enhancement. Ex

tensive analysis is done regarding the fix or enhancement to determine the best technical 

solution and its impact on existing software, system perfonnance, and users. A system 

staff member responsible for the update then presents their solution to the systems staff 

as a whole. The presentation includes an outline of the proposed update, the technical 

solution, its impact, a complete testing plan, and a delivery timetable. Testing now takes 

up over 50% of system staff development time, even though more and more of the testing 

is automated. This is a function of an increased desire to be complete in testing by using 

all previous test cases, as well as a sometimes unavoidable increase in system complexity. 

Sophisticated mechanisms are in place for logging system use and data 

recovery. Complete histories of data entry allow system staff members to track down 

sources of errors, recover and reconstruct entered data, and analyze common errors to im

prove the user interface. The AAIS tracks data retrieval and report generation operations, 

and identifies features most often used and queries most often perfonned in order to tune 

system perfonnance. The system also logs infonnation about how directory nodes and 

fIles are created, and how text atoms move through files, in an attempt to create a trail 

regarding the infonnation structure of a database and its changes over time. 
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The AAIS runs on VAX minicomputers with the VMS operating system. 

Most of the application code is written in FORTRAN, altho~gh current development is 

accomplished using the C programming language. The move to C is due to its inherent 

portability and dynamic memory allocation, which will ease an eventual porting of the 

system to the PC environment. The AAIS currently takes advantage of many V AX

specific features - run-time library calls and screen management functions in particular. 

These machine dependencies are being isolated by the system staff in order to assess the 

degree of difficulty for porting to the PC. 

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

A number of research problems were originally identified concerning sys

tem design. How would the system support queries of the form, "Give me all of the 

software produced at place xxx," or "Give me all of the hardware that person yyy has 

worked with?" Unanswered research questions included, "Is this a 'good' design for a 

generalized text system? For an analyst information system?" The use of the AAIS over 

the last seven years has provided some answers to these questions, but has also produced 

a new set of research issues. 

The query flexibility provided by VIEW has replaced the original ques

tion, "How would the system support queries of the form x?" with the question, "How 

will the system rank a retrieved set for query x?" An inability to rank retrieved sets is cur

rently being addressed. File 'characterizations' are created using all indices associated 
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with the set of text atoms in a file, detennining a ranking of each index and its relative im

portance. A mapping of a researcher's query to a me characterization will enable a rank

ing to be imposed on the retrieved seL 

Another research question involves the debate between automatic and 

manual indexing [Blai85,Salt86]. The AAIS philosophy has always been to depend on 

the researcher to index and organize their information. Over a long period of time charac

terized by frequent personnel tumover, however, this basic assumption is now being ques

tioned. Indexing and file assignment have been inconsistent between researchers at a 

given point in time, and erratic by the same researcher over time. Automatic keywording 

and file assignment capabilities have been developed, but more research needs to be per

formed before these capabilities are embedded into the system. Experiments using 

analysts doing regular tasks are currently being performed to gain insight into this 

problem. 

User interface design issues continue to play an important role in system

related research, as do data modeling issues. A next generation system, CARAT (for 

Computer-Assisted Research and Analysis Tool), is being designed to address these is

sues [Lync89c]. Iconical interfaces coupled with powerful data modeling and manipula

tion capabilities are to be included in this next-generation system, as are all of the current 

capabilities of the AAIS. This will provide a migration path for current AAIS re

searchers as new ideas and technologies are incorporated into CARAT. 
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CHAPTER 1 SUMMARY 

The University of Arizona MIS Department has, over the last seven years, 

developed and maintained the AAIS for collaborative analysis, and to allow the capture 

of data in such a way as to provide for future research. The type of research perfonned 

has evolved during that time from static, parameter-driven data collection and evaluation 

to dynamic, multi-faceted investigation of related research areas. AAIS databases have 

supported two dissertations, numerous papers and analyses for government agencies, and 

have facilitated answering ad-hoc, time-critical questions in many areas. Databases exist 

covering international technology trends, Soviet personalities, emerging infonnation tech

nologies, Soviet education, object-oriented database technology and the AAIS itself. 

The AAIS was designed to be as unobtrusive as possible, and relies heavi

lyon the desires and expertise of the researchers. The combination of some of the best 

features of relational, infonnation retrieval, hypertext, and decision support technologies 

has provided researchers with flexible tools they have been able to integrate into their 

daily work effectively. The AAIS meets the requirements for an integrated text manage

ment system by providing to a collaborative group tailored, efficient, flexible tools that 

address the full research cycle [Mche89]. The use of the AAIS by more than a hundred re

searchers over seven years points to its usefulness as a system to support collaborative 

analysis of textual infonnation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

GENERIC QUERY PROCESSING IN THE AAIS 

Retrieval History 

A database conversion in 1984 to Relational Technology's INGRES rela

tional DBMS precipitated many changes in the AAIS. Entirely new methods of index

ing, storage, and retrieval became available. A new ADD program was consttucted, the 

bulk of which remains largely unchanged. New ideas for retrieval and display led to the 

consttuction of a number of utilities not present in any form before the conversion. (A 

complete retrieval development timeline is depicted in Figure 2.1.) 

The incorporation of user-friendly text display capabilities was one of the 

first retrieval-related tasks undenaken. Several prototypes were built over the next 

twelve months. In the prototype fmally selected, text appeared in a scrollable window, 

with reference and set information appearing at the top and commands to move through 

the retrieved set appearing at the bottom. This text display mode is still in use today, al

though the number of commands to manipulate the text and the sophistication of the dis

play has increased significantly. 

Creation of index-specific retrieval programs followed the creation of text 

display software. Programs to retrieve based on me, organization, person, and keyword 

indices, all using the same text display module, were created. Wildcard characters could 
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Figure 2.1. MIS Retrieval Development limeline 

be used to qualify retrievals, due to the use of the DBMS. Still, at this time, extensive 

use was made of the DBMS query language for text retrieval. Identifiers would be 

retrieved using complex queries in the query language, and those identifiers would be 
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used as input into one of the retrieval programs to display the actual text. Effective 

retrieval, then, was based on the user's knowledge of the qur-ry language. 
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As the size of the database began to grow, users demanded better software 

tools to retrieve, organize, and manipulate information. Report generation tools also 

were desired. In a first attempt to satisfy these needs, tools were built to allow users to 

create new files based on keyword searches, and reporting capabilities were built into 

each of the retrieval programs. Reporting initially consisted of simply printing out the 

equivalent of what was displayed on the monitor during interactive retrieval. A lack of 

integration of retrieval tools and a limited programmatic querying capability charac

terized the state of retrieval in 1984. 

In January 1985, a design for a "generalized" query processing capability 

was proposed. Over the next 6 months, specifications for a program incorporating this 

capability were discussed at group-wide meetings, and it became known as IRP, the In

tegrated Retrieval Package. It was agreed that the package should be "complete" with 

respect to the important indices in the schema, and that it should operate with both com

mand-line and menu interfaces. A prototype was attempted in the summer of 1985. The 

attempt was aborted after several months of effort. The design of the critical algorithms 

to implement the generalized query processing capability became cumbersome and over

ly complex. In retrospect, this was because the algorithms were attempting to duplicate 

much of the functionality already resident in a relational DBMS as part of regular join 
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processing. A higher-level approach, taking advantage of features already resident in the 

DBMS was necessary. 

Late in 1985, the existing disjunct retrieval commands were integrated 

into a single program, VIEW. VIEW allowed the user to enter retrieval commands, in 

menu or command-line form, for each of the file, organization, person, or keyword in

dices. It provided increased reporting capabilities, although still rudimentary. Several 

set manipulation commands were included as part of the basic operations available on a 

retrieval set, for instance, the ability to use the set to create an AAIS file and place it in 

the directory hierarchy. The integration of existing commands into VIEW led to requests 

for additional retrieval features, such as the ability to retrieve text based on reference in

formation identifiers. 

As users continued to demand increased capabilities, the systems staff 

responded by adding very specific features to VIEW. This resulted in a proliferation of 

database interaction subroutines, each with a single purpose. For instance, if the user 

wanted to be able to retrieve text based on the logical ANDing of a keyword and an or

ganization, a subroutine had to be written. If the user wanted to logically OR the same 

two indices to retrieve text, another subroutine had to be written. If the user wanted to 

retrieve text based on the logical ANDing of a keyword and a country, an additional sub

routine had to be written. Since there was no flexible means of combining indices within 

VIEW to qualify queries, the systems staff continued incorporate specific features and 
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create specific subroutines to address user requests. This became increasingly more time

consuming as users became more sophisticated and the size of the database continued to 

grow. 

Plans for a "Generic" Query Processor 

Database application development generally requires a sound knowledge 

not only of an underlying schema, but also of a query language syntax. Moreover, sys

tems developed around databases result in many complex modules devoted entirely to 

bridging the gap between the application proper and the database. Inflexible applications 

intolerant of schema changes and redundant application code are often produced. Both 

contribute to increased maintenance costs. Prototyping database interaction in this en

vironment is difficult and expensive. Current fourth generation languages (4GLs) only 

solve part of the problem of how to quickly produce database applications which are 

flexible and easy to maintain. 4GL tools bind applications closely to the schema. In 

doing so, the tools limit the flexibility of those applications and force the programmer to 

develop alternative solutions or deliver products that incur high maintenance costs. A 

maintainable solution that provided flexible retrieval was needed to address system 

growth and user demands. 

The system situation in early 1986 led to plans for a "generic" query 

processor. The ability to use program-constructed character strings for queries and return 

the results in program data structures was identified in Ingres. A set of subroutines were 
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'. 
designed in 1986 to take advantage of this capability. It was thought that arbitrarily com-

plex queries could be constructed at run time and the results returned in program data 

structures in a generic fashion, thereby implementing the necessary retrieval flexibility 

that so far had been missing in the AAIS. A low-level prototype was implemented to test 

the premise of the approach. After successful construction of the prototype, plans were 

begun for a wholly integrated VIEW interface. 

During the summer of 1986, design specifications for the "new" VIEW, 

using a generic query processor, were compiled. The specifications included the ability 

to qualify text searches based on any index in the database, in any logical combination. 

This included all bibliographic information as well as full text Users were to be able to 

save results of queries and then merge those results with subsequent retrieval sets. All 

query operations were to be available in both interactive and batch mode, and in both 

menu and command-line fashion. A multi-window display was to be used, and new 

report generation features were to be included. The design specifications were presented 

to the users in August, 1986. At that time it was decided other non-retrieval capabilities 

were of a higher priority to the group. As it would have required an entire rewrite of 

VIEW, the proposal and accompanying rewrite of the software were tabled. 

The design of the generic query processing subroutines was reviewed in 

early 1987, and a decision was made by the system staff to attempt to incorporate a 

generic query processing capability into VIEW. A limited capability was decided upon, 



effectively allowing users to logically AND available indices in any combination. The 

decision was made due to the assumption that very little existing code would need to be 

modified. An implementation plan was developed, and integration was attempted. 
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The first integration attempt proved to be instructive. The routines were 

tested independently and seemed to work well. When the systems staff tried to embed 

the routines in the current VIEW software, however, a significant amount of additional 

code needed to be written. An examination of this code provided insight to the informa

tion necessary to create a truly "generic" query processor. The missing information was 

relational schema information, in particular, 'path' information to get from one attribute 

to another. (For a graphical and textual representation of the KEYWORD to lEXT path, 

see Figure 2.2.) For each index involved in text retrieval, the 'path' from that index to the 

text had to be embedded in the software. Once this path information was available, then 

the query processing subroutines could create the syntactically correct query fairly easily, 

regardless of how many indices were being ANDed. 

The limited integration attempt succeeded, and resulted in the addition of 

several retrieval indices, full interactive and batch mode capabilities, and new report 

generation features. By March 1987, users were able to retrieve text based on country, 

directory, file, keyword, organization, person, refid, textid, and full text information in 

any combination using logical ANDs. New report generation features included output

ting lEXTIDs or REFIDs for the retrieved set, generating a complete bibliography, or 
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creating an indexed newsletter. They were also able to merge sets ofTEXTIDs based on 

logical AND or OR. An index browsing feature was added that enabled ~sers to select a 

subset of indices to retrieve on. For instance, users could search on the keyword 

MICRO*, using the "*" wildcard, and retrieve all the keywords in the database beginning 

with MICRO. Users then could select that subset of keywords they wanted to continue to 

search on. For the first time, with these collective capabilities, AAIS users had the 

programmatic ability to flexibly combine indices to qualify retrievals. This success led to 

the design and development in the summer of 1988 of the full-blown generic query 

processor, described in the next section. 

~ Keyword to Text Path 

INDX 
1. INDX.KEYWORD 
2. INDX.TEXTID 
3. TEXT.TEXTID 

textid keyword 

TEXT l 
texid refid pagenum datein entryper 

Figure 2.2. Keyword to Text Path 
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THE GENERIC QUERY PROCESSOR 

The generic query processor (GQP) is a programmer interface than 

enables rapid prototyping and evolutionary support of the database portion of applica

tions [Lync89]. The interface supports flexible, rapid application development, and insu

lates applications from the underlying data model and database schema changes. The in

terface comprises a set of routines that allow the programmer to use logical objects and 

the logical relationships between objects to implement queries against a given database in 

a non-procedural fashion. These routines implement a generic query processor that 

produces syntactically correct queries using only the object relationships existing at run 

time. 

The generic query processing approach is designed to simply application

to-database communication, increase application portability and decrease prototyping and 

maintenance costs. This is done, in part, by allowing an evolutionary approach to 

prototyping. Evolutionary prototypes 'evolve' throughout the prototyping process into 

the fmal product and embody an operational approach to database application develop

ment [Alba84]. They combine the best features of throwaway and mockup prototypes 

[Conn87], and are less costly in the long run. In addition, users are able to continue to 

use the prototype rather than experience a significant time lag between prototype opera

tion and functional system delivery. 
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The GQP provides a simple, flexible, and natural means for describing 

and accessing database elements in application programs. The GQP is reusable across 

development projects and across coding phases within projects. This ensures a consis

tent, logical interface is presented to the application programmer for database interaction 

regardless of the underlying DBMS. The object-based nature of this interface promotes 

reusability, increasing programmer productivity and decreasing development costs 

[Meye87]. 

GQP Capabilities 

The GQP processes queries of the fonn: 

OPERATION ( target object) WHERE qualification objects 

OPERATION refers to database operations retrieve, append, delete, and 

replace. Qualification objects define the exact target object to operate on. Logical target 

objects are retrievable or updatable entities, while logical qualification objects cor

respond to searchable database entities. Logical target and qualification objects are iden

tified by macros, which expand at run time into the complete set of object elements using 

definitions that lie outside of the compiled code. Macros identify objects and are passed 

as parameters in the database interface. 
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Prototyping Tool 

The benefits of rapid prototyping include aiding in the early verification 

of specifications [Mas083], and increased user involvement. Drawbacks include the dif

ficulty of managing prototypes [Alav84] and the costs associated with the prototyping 

process. The benefits derive from being able to deliver a tangible product to the user 

early in the development process. The primary drawbacks stem from the inherent in

flexibility of produced prototypes, especially for database-intensive applications. The 

GQP eliminates much inflexibility in prototype production by delivering to the program

mer a powerful set of query operations through a single, logical, non-procedural inter

face. The programmer works with the interface at a level of abstraction that corresponds 

to the naturally-occurring program entities (objects) and remains isolated from query lan

guage syntax and complex schema relationships. Importantly, the underlying schema 

may change during development without affecting existing application code or the 

prototyping process [Lync87]. 

When run time flexibility is not necessary, the GQP can be used to 

generate syntactically-correct queries to "hard-wire" into applications to maximize run 

time efficiency. After schema refinements during prototyping have been finalized, the 

calls to the GQP interface can be replaced with invariant calls to procedures that imple

ment the "hard-wired" queries. The GQP produces correct, efficient queries that can be 

used in this manner when run time optimization is paramount. 
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Data Model, Schema, DBMS Isolation 

The interrace isolates applications from the data model, DBMS, and 

schema changes, given that the semantics of the involved objects remain the same 

[Su8!]. Applying simple changes to the logical object definitions eliminates the need for 

source code recompilation. This is possible because all object definitions lie outside of 

the compiled code. These objects contain the navigational (path) and data type informa

tion necessary to traverse and search a given database. The GQP can produce correct 

queries even when the DBMS or schema changes, as long as the object definitions are up

dated. This allows the database administrator to fine-tune the schema during develop

ment while application programs remain unchanged. Furthermore, an application can be 

implemented on top of multiple different schemas (and DBMS) as long as the object 

semantics are equivalent (i.e., as long as the schemas support the storage of the involved 

objects in some way). This allows prototyping of different schema configurations to op

timize perronnance and space criteria. 

Changes in the data model, DBMS, or query language do not affect the 

specified macros. Different data models and schema updates will force changes in the ac

tual elements that comprise a macro, but the macros passed as parameters remain unaf

fected. The DBMS and query language do not affect macros, because the macro expan

sion process as well as the coordination of target and qualification objects occurs in exact

ly the same manner - regardless of data model, DBMS, or query language. The actual 
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processing of the results of the coordination (i.e., developing t.'le actual query to submit 

to the DBMS), must be handled in an implementation dependent fashion. There is no cur

rent standard for doing this [Date87], although one has been recently proposed using 

Relational Technology's Ingres [Grza89]. The query processor uses object information 

to correctly construct queries based on the state of the system at run time. 

Flexible Query Construction 

The GQP allows the programmer to select variable combinations of logi

cal qualification objects at run time to operate on a logical target object Users can com

bine search indices (qualification objects) in any way using boolean operators making the 

interface flexible enough to handle a wide range of queries. This approach works espe

cially well with relational views for retrieval as views correspond to target objects quite 

naturally [Wied86]. (The programmer must exercise caution when using views, 

however, as the problems of ambiguous view updates have been documented [Daya82]). 

The ability to generate a range of queries flexibly greatly reduces the amount of code that 

must be written to support database operations, particularly for retrieval and update. All 

code for database operations is completely localized in the query processor. This allows 

faster application development and provides maximum flexibility within applications 

resulting in benefits that accrue to the user community at minimal development cost. 
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Setup Requirements 

To use the GQP approach, the DBA or equivalent must initially work with 

the user community and software analysts to identify logical target and qualification ob

jects. The DBA is responsible for the semantic integrity of the objects and their relation

ship to the underlying DBMS and schema. An examination of existing applications may 

be sufficient to identify the logical objects when developing a new application using an 

existing schema. With the AAIS schema and the long-tenn developer familiarity of the 

features, it has not been difficult to identify target and qualification objects. For a new 

application using a new database schema, the DBA must consult the software designers, 

the project documentation and the users to assess the types of queries that will run against 

the database. The task of identifying and creating the qualification, target, and sort 

macros can then proceed - a process analogous to object-oriented design. The DBA must 

also maintain an index and description of logical objects for developers. For a large 

database with many and complex relations, the identification and tracking of logical ob

jects can be a formidable task. 

The GQP requires only that an embedded DBMS programming language 

support the ability to interpret character strings as queries at run time and allows the 

results of those queries to return in program data structures. The ability to include a vari

able-size character string as the qualification portion of a query allows run time interpreta

tion of a variable number of qualification objects. Many popular DBMS support these 



capabilities. Implementation differences include error-handling constructs, and the way 

in which program data structures are identified to receive retrieved values. 

COMPONENTS 

For illustration purposes, the relational model and the relational calculus 

are used to examine the components. The approach, however, is general and can work 

with different data models and query languages. (See [Lien82] on data model 

equivalence, [Owra87] on query translation between data models, and [Date86] on rela

tional query language equivalence.) 
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The GQP components derive their structure from the logical structure of a 

query. The examples use retrieval queries but generalize across query types with few 

restrictions. A "generic" retrieval query is of the form: 

RETRIEVE ( target object) WHERE qualification objects 

The GQP produces and executes a syntactically correct query based on 

logical target and qualification objects and returns the results to the calling routine in 

program data structures. A logical target object is a set of RELA TION.A TrRIDUlE 

pairs that defines what database values to retrieve. A logical qualification object is a set 

of RELATION.A TrRIDUlE pairs that defines the path from a search value to the target 

object. To retrieve a target object set, the GQP combines logical qualification objects ac

cording to an OPERATIONS string. An OPERATIONS string specifies the set of opera-
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tions (e.g., AND, NOT, OR) to perfonn among the logical qualification objects. A 

retrieval query submitted to the OQP has one logical target object, one logical son object, 

and can have any number of logical qualification objects. (The practical limit on the 

number of qualification objects is a function of system-level parameters set for the 

DBMS.) 

This section describes each of the components of the OQP in more detail: 

the logical target objects, the logical qualification objects, the OPERATIONS string, and 

the logical son objects. 

Logical Target Objects 

Logical target objects take the place of the "target list" portion of a QUEL 

(relational calculus) query. The target list of a QUEL query identifies which database 

columns (RELA TION.A TTRmUTE) to obtain values from based on the qualification 

portion of the query. A set of RELATION. ATTRIBUTE pairs defme each logical target 

object. Each RELA TION.A TTRmUTE pair in the set has a data type associated with it 

to enable retrieval of the database values into data structures of the appropriate type. 

A"target macro" defines logical target objects. Each "target macro" iden

tifies a logical target object which, expanded at run time, designates the exact RELA

TION.A TTRIBUTE pairs and data types to use for the retrieval. The definitions of the 
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target objects lie outside of the compiled code and can change irrespective of application 

compilation. 

Logical Qualification Objects 

Logical qualification objects designate the traversal path through the 

database schema when linking a search value with a target object. A logical qualification 

object contains a set of RELATION. A 1TRIBUTE pairs. The first RELA TION.AT

TRIBUTE pair identifies the database column to use with the search value provided for 

the logical qualification object The next (n-2) RELA TION.A TIRIBUTE pairs identify 

the rest of the path through the relational schema with the final pair designating the 

RELA TION.A TTRIBUTE in the target object to link to. (It is not necessary for the AT

TRIBUTE portion of the pair to match a target object, as long as the RELATION portion 

matches.) 

A"qualification macro" defines logical qualification objects. Each 

"qualification macro" identifies a logical qualification object which expands at run time 

into the full set of RELA TION.A 1TRIBUTE pairs needed to traverse a schema from its 

search value object to its target object. This link must exist between target and qualifica.

tion objects. If more than a single logical qualification object is used, each one must end 

in the same RELATION of the target (otherwise the query is considered to be disjoint}. If 



the attributes of that "linking" relation change because of a schema transfonnation, both 

macros may need adjustment. 

Logical Sort Objects 

Logical sort objects define the sorting order of the retrieved values of the 

target object. The logical sort object always contains at least a subset of the elements in 

the target object it is associated with. Sorts apply only to elements of the target object. 
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A "sort macro" identifies a sort object which specifies the set of target ob

ject elements to sort on, the sorting order, and the sort type. The first element in the ex

panded sort object specifies the primary sort toperfonn, and each succeeding element 

specifies the sort to perfonn within the prior sort element. The sort type is either ascend

ing or descending, depending on the value of a ":sorttype" appended to each of the sort 

elements. 

OPERATIONS String 

The OPERATIONS string defines the set of operations to perform on a set 

of logical qualification objects to retrieve the desired set of target object elements. Using 

the OPERATIONS character string, logical qualification objects combine in any way 

using AND, OR, and NOT operators. 
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The use of parentheses within the OPERA nONS string allows the 

programmer to nest the boolean opemtions to perform to any depth. For example, with 

three qualification objects, possible representations of the OPERA nONS string include: 

n( object_lOR object_2) AND NOT object_3n 

The representation of the logical relationship between qualification ob-

jects as a character string facilitates programmatic construction. The programmer is iso-

lated from the details of parsing this string to identify underlying relationships between 

any two objects. 

Users 

GOP Environment 

/ 
"--"1"Or.:a=ta::'lb=a=s=e,...-'-,1 Loglcsl Oblocl Deflnillons 

Figure 2.3. GOP Environment 



I GOP Interface Parameters ,. 

parameter 

OPERATIONS_STRING 

Figure 2.4. GOP Interlace Parameters 

Descriotion 
• 

pointers to data 
structures to receive 
target object elements 

operations to perform 
among qualification 
objects 

qualification object 
macros and values 

sort object macro 

target object macro 
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INTERFACE AND PARAMETERS 

The GQP is a database interface subroutine that isolates the programmer 

from all DBMS-specific syntax and allows the definitions of the logical objects it manipu-

lates to lie outside the compiled application code. This is depicted in Figure 2.3. 

The programmer needs only to deliver: 

a set of logical qualification object identifiers (macros) with values 

a logical target object identifier (macro) 

a character string which signifies the logical operations to perform on the 
qualification elements 

for retrieval, a logical sort object identifier (macro) 

the set of program data structures to receive the target object elements 

The call to the interface uses the parameters shown in Figure 2.4. 

parameters identify target, qualification, and sort logical objects, respectively. Each of 

these parameters expands into its syntactically correct counterpart at run time. The 

QUAL_OBJECT_LIST contains qualification object identifiers (macros) and the search 



value associated with each of the objects in the fields QUAL_NAME and 

QUAL_VALUE, respectively. 
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The QUAL_ VALUE field holds the search values that correspond directly 

with the logical qualification objects in the QUAL_NAME field. The OPERA

TIONS_STRING specifies the relationship among the logical qualification objects and 

ensures the production of a syntactically correct query based on the search values and the 

relationship among the logical qualification objects. 

The DA TA_STRUCTURES_ARRA Y contains pointers to the data struc

tures to receive the retrieved database values specified in the TARGET_MACRO. 

GQP EXAMPLES 

All examples utilize the AAIS database schema shown in Appendix A. 

Five examples are described in this section. The first example demonstrates how text in

formation is retrieved based on a keyword and organization combination. The second ex

ample uses dual keyword indices in a different logical combination. The third example is 

a more complicated case and shows how author names would be retrieved based on a 

directory and country combination. Finally, the fourth and fifth examples involve chan

ges to the schema and demonstrate how the GQP approach handles changes without code 

recompilations. 
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Example 1 - Keyword and Organization to Text Query 

To retrieve text infonnation based on a keyword and an organization as-

sociated with the text, the qualification macros in Figure 2.5 might be set up. 

macros identify objects that expand into RELA TION.A TIRIDUTE pairs. These define 

the path through the database schema to link search values supplied by the user to the tar-

get object elements. An element of the QUAL_OBJECCLIST (the passed parameter) 

Qualification Macro Name Elements 

KEYWORD_TO_TEXT INDX.KEYWORD 

INDX.TEXTID 

TEXT.TEXTID 

ORGID_TO_TEXT ORGTEXT.ORGID 

ORGTEXT.TEXTID 

TEXT.TEXTID 
.. Figure 2.5. Keyword and Orgld Quahflcatlon Macros 

has two parts: the first is the macro name that identifies a qualification object and the 

second is the value associated with the object For this example, the values associated 

with the qualification objects at run time are shown in Figure 2.6. 
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QUAL_OBJECT _LIST Elements 

QUAL_NAME QUAL_VALUE 

KEYWORD_TO_TEXT MICROPROCCESOR 

ORGID_TO_TEXT IBM 

Figure 2.6. Keyword I Orgid QUAL_aBJECT_LIST Elements 

Target Macro Name Elements 

TEXT_HEADER TEXT.TEXTID: I 

TEXT.REFID : C 

TEXT.ENTRYPER : C 

TEXT.DATEIN : C 

TEXT.PAGENUM : C 

Figure 2.7. TEXT_HEADER Target Macro Elements 
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Sort Macro Name Elements 

TEXT.TEXTID: A 

Figure 2.8. VIEW_TEXT_SORT Sort Macro 

In addition, a target macro would be needed and would be defined. as in 

Figure 2.7. The TEXT_HEADER target macro identifies a target object that expands to 

define the database elements retrieved into program data structures. The target object 

contains a list of the elements which determine the program data structure types. Each 

element has a data type identifier appended to the end (":c," ":i," ":r"). These identifiers 

determine the correct target list element type used. for the retrieval. A data type conver

sion may be performed if the database data type and the retrieval data type differ. 

The elements of the sort object are (a subset of) the same elements as the 

target object, because sort elements must appear in the target object. The order of the ele

ments determines the sorting order of the retrieval. To specify ascending order, ":A" is 

used, for descending order, ":0." The default for sort elements is ascending. The 

VIEW _TEXT_SORT macro in Figure 2.8 shows the retrieval set being sorted. by textid 

in ascending order. 

Finally, an OPERATIONS_STRING to combine the logical qualification 

objects of the query must be specified. Using the macros set up so far and the OPERA

TIONS_STRING below, the query becomes, "Find the text information for all pieces of 
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text that have a keyword of MICROPROCESSOR and the organization mM associated 

with them. Sort on TEXTID in ascending order." The OPERATIONS_SJRING is simp-

ly: 

The macro names correspond to the macro names in the QUAL_OB-

JECT _LIST. The QUAL_OBJECT _LIST contains the qualification macros that identify 

objects. These objects expand at run time by reading an entity that corresponds to that 

macro outside of the compiled code. The simplest way to think about this is as a fIle 

comprised of multiple lines with each line designating a RELA TION.A TTRmUTE pair 

in a path used to link the qualification object, to the target object. 

I Graphical Query Path Representation 

INDX 

textid I keyword 

TEXT 

pagenum retid texid datein entryper 

ORGTEXT '" 
I orgid I textid 

Rgure 2.9. Keyword I Organization Path Representation 
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Parameter Index Run-Time Values 

DATA_STRUCTURES_ARRAY 1 ptr to TEXT.TEXTID 
2 ptr to TEXT.REFID 

3 ptr to TEXT.ENTRYPE ~ 

4 ptrto TEXT.DATEIN 

5 ptr to TEXT.PAGENUM 

OPERATIONS_STRING KEYWORD_TO_TEXT 

AND 

ORGID_TO_TEXT 

QUAL_OBJECT _LIST 1 KEYWORD_TO_TEXT 
" MICROPROCESSOR" 

2 ORGID_TO_TEXT 
" IBM" 

SORT_MACRO VI EW_TEXT_SORT 

TARGET_MACRO TEXT_HEADER 

Figure 2.10. Call to GQP for Keyword I Orgld Query 

The graphical representation of the query path is depicted in Figure 2.9. 

Given the values for keyword and organization, the call to the GQP would appear as in 

Figure 2.10, and the query produced is shown in Figure 2.11. 



I Keyword and Organization to Text Quer~ 

Range of R 1 is 
Range of R2 is 
Range of R3 is 

INDX 
ORGTEXT 
TEXT 

Retrieve (R3.textid, R3.refid, R3.entryper, 
R3.datein, R3.pagenum ) where 

R1.keyword = "MICROPROCESSOR" AND 
R2.orgid = "IBM" AND 
R1.textid = R2.textid AND 
R2.textid = R3.textid 

SORT BY R3.textid 

Figure 2.11. Keyword I Organization to Text Query 

The expanded qualification objects combine according to the logical 

relationships in the OPERATIONS_STRING. This creates the qualification portion of 

the query. To determine the range variables required, the OPERATIONS_STRING is 

analyzed to assess the relationship among each of the elements. For each relation in the 

target or qualification objects, the GQP assigns a range variable. The creation and coor-
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dination of range variables is an integral part of the GQP. The GQP ensures the efficient 
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Parameter Index Run-Time Values 

DATA_STRUCTURES_ARRAY 1 ptr to TEXT.TEXTID 
2 ptr to TEXT.REFID 

3 ptr to TEXT.ENTRYPER 
4 ptr to TEXT.DATEIN 

5 ptr to TEXT.PAGENUM 

OPERATIONS_STRING KEYWORD_TO_TEXT 
::/;;·);/:;~:::t:;·;:::;';::()R;';:::/::;·;:::;·)/::;·);/: 

KEYWORD_TO_TEXT 

QUAL_OBJECT _LIST 1 KEYVVORD_TO_TEXT 
.. MICROPROCESSOR .. 

2 KEYVVORD_TO_TEXT 
"DBMS" 

SORT_MACRO VIEW_TEXT_SORT 

TARGET_MACRO TEXT_HEADER 

Figure 2.12. Call to GOP for Keyword I Keyword OuerJ 

and correct creation of range variables and the correct coordination of those range vari-

abIes between target and qualification objects. 

Example 2 - Keyword or Keyword to Text Query 

To retrieve text infonnation based on either of a set of keywords as-

sociated with the text, the same KEYWORD_TO_TEXT qualification macro can be 

used, as can the target and sort macros specified previously. The keyword values of 

"MICROPROCESSOR" and "DATABASE" will be used to qualify the search. The call 

------- - --- ---



I Keyword or Keyword to Text Query 

Range of R1 is INDX 
Range of R2 is TEXT 

Retrieve (R2.textid, R2.refid, R2.entryper, 
R2.datein, R2.pagenum ) where 

( R1.keyword = 
R1.keyword = 
R1.textid = 

SORT BY R2.textid 

"MICROPROCESSOR" 
"DATABASE" ) 
R2.textid 

OR 
AND 

Figure 2.13. Keyword or Keyword to Text Query 

Qualification Macro Name Elements 

DIRECTORY _TO_AUTHOR FILE.DIRECTORY 
FILE.FILENAME 
FILETEXT.FILENAME 
FILETEXT.TEXTID 
TEXT.TEXTID 
TEXT.REFID 
AUTHOR.REFID 

COUNTRY_TO_AUTHOR COTXT.COCODE 
COTXT.TEXTID 
TEXT.TEXTID 
TEXT.REFID 
AUTHOR.REFID 

Figure 2.14. Directory I Country Qualification Macros 
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to the GQP would then have the parameters shown in Figure 2.12. and would produce the 

query depicted in Figure 2.13. 

The interface allows easy setup of calls such as this. using existing logical 

object definitions. This example also demonstrates a case of the GQP efficiently creating 

range variables. In this example. the user might have inadvertently created two range 

variables for the INDX relation. The query would have returned the correct results. 

however. at considerable additional processing. In one test case using the largest 

database of the AAIS. the difference due to range variable creation was over 4 hours of 

CPU time on a VAX 8600. The GQP handles arbitrarily complex queries. based on the 

contents of the OPERATIONS_STRING, and creates the minimum number of range vari

ables necessary. This is a primitive form of semantic query optimization [King84J. 

Example 3 - Directory and Country to Author Query 

This example demonstrates how to retrieve author information for all of 

the sources of text atoms given that 1) the text atoms appear in AAIS files in a given 

QUAL_OBJECT _LIST Elements 

QUAL_NAME QUAL_VALUE 

DIRECTORY _TO_AUTHOR HARDWARE· 

COUNTRY_TO_AUTHOR US 

Figure 2.15. Directory/Cntry QUAL_OBJECT_LlST Elements 
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Target Macro Name Elements 

AUTHOR_NAME AUTHOR.FNAM 

AUTHOR.MNAM 

AUTHOR.LNAM 

Rgure 2.16. AUTHOR_NAME Target Macro 

Sort Macro Name Elements 

AUTHOR_NAME_SORT AUTHOR.LNAM : A 

AUTHOR.FNAM : A 

AUTHOR.MNAM : A 

Figure 2.17. AUTHOR_NAME_SORT Sort Macro 

I Graphical Query Path Representation I 

FILE 

I filename I directory I 

/FILETEXT coneT 
I filename I textid I I textid I cocode"] 

" / TEXT I textid I refid I 

AUTHOR " Inam fnam I mnam refid 

Rgure 2.18. Directory I Country Path Representation 



Parameter Index Run-lime Values 

DATA_STRUCTURES_ARRAY 1 ptr to AUTHOR.FNAM 

2 ptr to AUTHOR.MNAM 

3 ptr to AUTHOR.LNAM 

OPERATIONS_STRING DIRECTORY _TO_AUTHOR 
AND 

COUNTRY_TO_AUTHOR 

QUAL_OBJECT_LlST 1 DIRECTORY _TO_AUTHOR 
·HARDWARE·· 

2 COUNTRY_TO_AUTHOR 
"US" 

SORT_MACRO AUTHOR_NAME_SORT 

TARGET_MACRO AUTHOR_NAME 

Figure 2.19. Call to GOP for Directory/Country Query 

I Directory and Country to Author Query 

Range of R1 is COTXT 
Range of R2 is FILE 
Range of R3 is FILETEXT 
Range of R4 is TEXT 
Range of RS is AUTHOR 

Retrieve (RS.fnam, RS.mnam, RS.lnam) where 

R1.cocode 
R2.directory 
R2.filename 
R3.texld 
R3.textid 
R4.refid 

"US" 
"HARDWARE"" 
R3.filename 
R1.textid 
R4.textid 
RS.refid 

SORT BY R5.1nam, RS.foam, R5.mnam 

Figure 2.20. Directory and Country to Author Query 

AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 

89 
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directory hierarchy, and 2) the text atoms have a particular country associated with them. 

appear in Figure 2.14. The directory search value used is ''HARDWARE'"'' and the 

country search value used is "US." The intent is to capture author information for text 

atoms that appear in any files in or below the HARDWARE top-level directory, hence, 

the use of the wildcard. The text atoms must also be associated with the country US. This 

information is passed as parameters as part of the QUAL_OBJECI'_LIST and appear in 

Figure 2.15. 

The target macro employed is AUTHOR_NAME, shown in Figure 2.16, 

and the AUTHOR_NAME_SORT sort macro appears in Figure 2.17. Author names are 

sorted first by last name, and within last name by first name, and within fIrSt name by 

middle name, all in ascending order. 

I Schema Change Example I 

FILE 

fileid filename directory filestatus responper 

"-- L checkper checkdate 

~ FILETEXT 

fileid textid filename 

Figure 2.21. Example 1 Schema Change 
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The graphical representation of the query path is depicted in Figure 2.18. 

The call to the GQP appears in Figure 2.19, and the query generated by the GQP is in 

Figure 2.20. 

This example demonstrates how uniformly the GQP handles query paths 

of differing complexity. The path from a directory search value to the author information 

is a fairly complex one, given the schema. The GQP combines the directory path infor

mation and the country path infonnation into a single, efficient query, completely 

transparent to the programmer and user. For increasingly more complex queries, the 

programmer needs only to specify the logical objects and values to use, and the OPERA

TIONS_STRING to indicate how logical objects should be combined. For instance, a 

query that searches for author infonnation based on the logical OR of two directory and 

country pairs, would necessitate additional parameters being passed and the OPERA

TIONS_STRING to be built as: 

"(DIRECTORY_TO _AUTHOR AND COUNTRY_TO _AUTHOR) 

OR 

(DffiECTORY_TO_AUTHOR AND COUNTRY_TO_AUTHOR)" 

Example 4 - Schema Change 

A change in one of the assumptions that underlies the AAIS schema will 

serve to illustrate why a change of the schema might be appropriate. Suppose, for in

stance, that AAIS file names do not have to be unique - that they may exist in multiple 



Qualification Macro Name Elements 

DIRECTORY _TO_AUTHOR FILE.DIRECTORY 
FILE.FILEID 
FILETEXT.FILEID 
FILETEXT.TEXTID 
TEXT.TEXTID 
TEXT.REFID 
AUTHOR.REFID 

Figure 2.23 New Directory to Author Qualification Macro 

I Directory and Country to Author Query 

Range of R1 is 
Range of R2 is 
Range of R3 is 
Range of R4 is 
Range of R5 is 

COTXT 
FILE 
FILETEXT 
TEXT 
AUTHOR 

Retrieve (R5.fnam. R5.mnam. R5.lnam) where 

R1.cocode "US" AND 
R2.directory "HARDWARE"" AND 

·:::B.~1i'.(i!(t·:::·::/:::(::::·::/::/:::::if'/::(::::·::;:·:JW~.f!.!.~!.4:(::::·::::: AND 
R3.texid R1.textid AND 
R3.textid R4.textid AND 
R4.refid R5.refid 

SORT BY R5.1nam. R5.fnam. R5.mnam 

Figure 2.22. New Directory/Country to Author Query 
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-- --------------- -----. 
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directories, and that an integer called FILEID now uniquely identifies each fIle. This 

might result in a change to the Fll..E and Fll..ElEXT relations as shown in Figure 2.21. 

No longer is the logical link path from FILE.FILENAME to Fll..ElEXT.Fll..ENAME 

maintained. Rather, the link is now made from the new field FILE.FILEID to 

I Schema Change Example II 

FILTXTDIR 

textid filename directory filestatus responper 
checkper checkdate 

Figure 2.24. Example 2 Schema Change 

FILElEXT.FILEID. (The inclusion of the FILENAME field in the FILElEXT relation 

is no longer strictly necessary, but is maintained in this example for illustrative purposes.) 

The DIRECfORY _TO_AUTHOR qualification object would need to 

change to reflect the new path information. Note that the software does not need to 

change because it only passes the DlRECfORY_TO_AUTHOR macro and the search 

value associated with it. Neither the macro or value need to change. The updated 

DIRECfORY_TO_AUTHOR qualification object appears in Figure 2.22. This is the 

only change necessary to update the qualification macro involved, because each of the 

macros are evaluated at run time to form syntactically correct queries. Mter the schema 
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change in the example involving the directory and country indices, the generated query 

would be as shown in Figure 2.23, effectively taking the schema change into account. 

Example 5 - Denonnalization Schema Change 

Using the original AAIS database schema once again, a change in one of 

the assumptions will serve to illustrate when denonnalization might be appropriate. For 

instance, suppose that quick access to the directory infonnation associated with a text 

atom in a file was imperative, and took higher priority than nonnalization considerations. 

In this instance, the FILE and FILETEXT relations might be logically combined into 

one, so that the directory infonnation would be available without having to do join 

processing. Given this new assumption, the FILE and FD..ETEXT relations might com-

bine into the new relation FIL TXIDIR, depicted in Figure 2.24. The change that would 

be necessitated in the DlRECfORY _TO_AUTHOR qualification object appears in 

Qualification Macro Name Elements 

DIRECTORY _TO_AUTHOR FIL TXTDIR.DIRECTOR' 
FIL TXTDIR.TEXTID 
TEXT.TEXTID 
TEXT.REFID 
AUTHOR.REFID 

Rgure 2.25 New DIRECTORY_TO_AUTHOR Qualification Macro 
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I Directory and Country to Author Query I 

Range of R 1 is 
Range of R2 is 
Range of R3 is 
Range of R4 is 

COTXT 
FILTXTDIR 
TEXT 
AUTHOR 

Retrieve (R4.fnam, R4.mnam, R4.1nam) where 

R1.cocode = 
R2.directory = 
R3.textid = 
R3.texid = 
R3.refid = 

"US" AND 
"HARDWARE*" AND 
R1.textid AND 
R2.textid AND 
R4.refid 

SORT BY R4.1nam, R4.fnam, R4.mnam 

Figure 2.26. New Directory and Country to Author Query 

Figure 2.25. For the new query involving the directory and country indices, the GQP 

would generate the query depicted in Figure 2.26. 

------- ------ - -------
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Target and sort objects (~hange in exactly the same manner when schema 

changes occur, as long as the underlying semantics stay the same. For instance, if an en-

tirely new field is introduced into the schema, the data structures inside the application 

code will have to be modified to take this into account. Target objects will have to be up-

I GOP Modules 

Object Identification I Expansion 

Range Variable Creation I Coordination 

Qualification Construction 

I Target Construction 

J 
Database Query Submission 

Figure 2.27. GOP Modules 

----------~- --------



dated, and this can be done outside the application code. Still, within the code itself the 

programmer must ensure they have data structures ready to handle retrieved values. 

GQPMODULES 
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Five subroutine modules make up the GQP. These subroutines and the se

quence in which they are invoked is shown in Figure 2.27. The first handles the iden

tification and expansion of all objects. The second creates and coordinates the use of 

range variables for the target, qualification, and sort portions of the query. The fourth 

sets up the sort elements and the retrieval into program data structures, if necessary. The 

fifth submits the query to the underlying DBMS and returns the results in program data 

structures. Each of these modules is described in more detail below. 

Object Identification and Expansion 

Object macros are passed as parameters in the GQP interface. These are 

character strings that map to objects that lie outside of the compiled code. A check is 

first made for each object to ensure it exists in some form and is accessible by the 

software. This is facilitated by keeping all of the logical object definitions in one place 

using a VAX logical name, AAIS_QUERY. If any object does not exist, an error is 

returned and processing halts. If all objects are present and accessible, then expansion of 

each of the objects into internal GQP data structures occurs. 
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A number of methods have been investigated to speed the expansion of ob

jects. Object definition in VAX logical name tables has proved to be the fastest, but also 

the least portable. This portion of the software has been modularized so that changes to 

other operating system environments can be dealt with in a straightforward manner. 

Range Variable Creation and Coordination 

The correct and efficient creation of range variables is the single most im

portant function the GQP provides. It is also one of the most difficult. Each element and 

its relationship to all other elements must be determined, in the target, qualification, and 

sort objects. This routine creates the range variables, and coordinates them between the 

target, qualification, and sort objects. This is done by parsing the OPERA

TIONS_STRING to determine relationships, and then using the expansions of objects 

and substituting the correct range variables for relation names. The flexibility of the 

GQP derives from this routine's capabilities. 

Qualification Construction 

Once the objects have been expanded and range variables substituted for 

relation names, this routine creates the syntactically correct qualification portion of the 

query. The routine ranges over the data structures that contain the expanded objects, and 

creates a single character string that represents the qualification. This character string is 

passed to the database query submission subroutine. 
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Target Construction 

Target construction is straightforward only for delete operations. In all 

other operations, data must be transferred between the program and the database itself. 

This requires a mapping from program variables to database entities, and is handled in 

most DBMS by setting up areas in memory to communicate with. Doing this in a 

generic fashion to handle all eventualities is a significant undertaking. Numerous alterna

tives were attempted with the primary considerations· being ease of understanding and 

ease of use. An approach using C pointers and standard arrays was finally decided upon. 

Four target construction routines corresponding to the four database operations append, 

delete, replace, and retrieve are used. 

Database Query Submission 

Four query submission routines that correspond to the four database opera

tions implement the actual DBMS interface code. In the append, delete, and replace 

operation cases, data values are transferred from the program to the database entities. In 

the retrieval operation case, database values are transferred from the database into 

program variables. DBMS errors are trapped and returned to the calling routine. 

The qualification construction, target construction, and query submission 

routines together implement the DBMS-specific aspects of query generation. This was 

recognized early in the development process and attempts were made to modularize 
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DBMS-specific code. Differences between DBMS are most significant in the error-han

dling and program variable identification areas. 

GQP LIMITATIONS 

Equivalent Query Identification 

The primary disadvantage of using the GQP approach is the additional 

processing that must occur before query execution. Object identification and expansion, 

range variable creation and coordination, and array pointer set up must take place before 

query processing. This occurs for each query that the GQP produces. There is currently 

no method to gain efficiencies when similar queries run multiple times, although the ar

chitecture does not preclude this. There is only the ability, as mentioned earlier, to "hard

wire" static queries to optimize run time efficiency. A logical extension of this feature 

would be to store the results of processing objects at run time and use those results (the 

object expansion and range variable coordination) when equivalent queries are identified. 

This approach assumes that the definition of logical objects would not change during 

program execution. 

Aggregate Support 

Presently, the GQP does not support the use of aggregates with a nested 

WHERE clause, either in the target or qualification portion of the query. The GQP does 

support the use of numeric, string, and aggregate functions of tlle form 
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FUNCTION (RELATION.ATTRIBUTE ) 

This can occur in both the target and qualification portions of the query. 

An example of this is using the UPPERCASE function on the last names of people to en

sure last names such as "McHenry" are caught. To support aggregates fully. however, ob

ject definitions and the function of the OPERA nONS_STRING would have to be ex

tended significantly. 

Macro Update Automation 

It is desirable to automate updates of the target and qualification macros 

when the schema changes. It is not possible to do this in current DBMS implementations 

because the semantics necessary to effect such a change are absent from database defini

tions, although this situation appears to be changing [Afsa84, Alba85]. Automation re

quires that "meaning" be added to the database definition during the design phase 

[Codd79], which would result in information needed to derive definitions for target and 

qualification macros. An approach that infers meaning from an existing database schema 

and values was investigated by the systems staff, using an expert system with a structured 

set of rules and algorithms for perusing the database and determining paths. It was found 

that this approach, at least as it was designed, did not have general applicability and was 

therefore abandoned. 
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Hierarchical and Network Navigation 

Additional operations are needed in the existing query processor to sup

port hierarchical or network navigation. The advantage of using a relational DBMS is 

being able to specify a query in a non-procedural fashion and using the query optimiza

tion facilities in the DBMS. Query optimization methods would need to be built into the 

GQP to handle hierarchical and network navigation efficiently, as these are necessarily 

procedural language implementations. 

CHAPTER 2 SUMMARY 

When initially installed, the GQP enabled users to easily combine multi

ple search indices, greatly increasing the range and sophistication of the retrieval and 

report capabilities in the AAIS. The installation also resulted in a drastic reduction in the 

amount of code devoted to database interaction. Database-related development and main

tenance tasks became greatly simplified and allowed programmers to focus on alternate 

system issues. 

As the demand for applications grows, so does the necessity for a relation

al DBMS, in many cases. The use of a relational DBMS and fourth generation language 

can enhance system staff and user productivity significantly. However, these are limited 

in their ability to produce sound evolutionary prototypes. The generic query processing 

approach enables rapid development of flexible database applications while isolating 
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those applications from the underlying DBMS, data model, and database schema chan

ges. The GQP allows programmers to work with logical objects, frees them from learn

ing complicated syntax, and minimizes the amount of code to write and maintain. This 

approach results in a reduction of overall development and maintenance costs while main

taining prototype and application flexibility. 
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CHAPTER 3 

REQUIREMENTS FOR INTEGRA TED NEXT-GENERATION COLLABORATIVE 
RESEARCH SYSTEMS 

The research cycle involves a large number of activities, ranging from as-

sembling information from a wide variety of sources, organizing and manipulating that 

information, analysis, and writing. Collaborative research requires that researchers be 

able to exchange information and ideas, sources, and writings in progress. Long-term, re-

lated research efforts by groups of researchers require high-level information modeling 

capabilities, and the ability to build on past analytical achievements by allowing models 

to evolve as understanding is enhanced. To address these issues, a set of requirements, a 

data model, and an architecture, for integrated next-generation collaborative research sys-

terns is outlined, based on experience with the Arizona Analyst Information System. 

INTRODUCTION 

Current generation collaborative research systems address different sub-

sets of these issues, and none do it in a comprehensive, integrated way [Hala88]. Tech-

nologies are now in place to support researchers across the research cycle, over time, 

within groups, in an integrated fashion. Advances in database, data communications, and 

multimedia storage and display technologies enable new types and levels of information 

access, modeling, organization, and sharing. 

-- ~- ----~----
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The recent availability of huge on-line infonnation sources is changing the 

way many researchers wo*. This availability places new demands on researchers to be 

able to fIlter and structure this infonnation in meaningful ways, without suffering from in

fonnation overload. In a group environment, this availability increases the potential to 

share information with colleagues who share similar interests, but at the expense of the 

additional burden of constantly taking other interests into account. Intelligent system sup

port for enhanced infonnation access and sharing are necessary [MaloS7]. 

The analysis task, arguably the most difficult in the research cycle, can be 

facilitated through the use of infonnation structures and access mechanisms that promote 

knowledge exploration and idea processing. This requires the delivery of infonnation 

modeling capabilities directly to the researcher [Linn88], rather than the application 

programmer, in a fonn more flexible and convenient than fourth-generation languages 

[Card86]. The structures being modeled must be able to evolve freely as perceptions 

change, or as new investigative paths for analysis are followed [Motr86g]. The modeling 

capabilities must include some support for the temporal dimension. Temporal support is 

necessary to take advantage of previous analysis, and to deal with time-varying infonna

tion, as current-generation systems only provide 'snapshots' at an instant in time rather 

than changes over time [Lum84]. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
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Collaborative research systems must be customizable, flexible, and exten

sible, because, by their very nature they support groups of individuals with similar, but 

not identical, interests. On both a group and individual level, customization of the sys

tem should be straightforward and flexible enough to meet diverse needs. Defaults based 

on group and individual characterizations sholJld be provided. Importantly, the next 

generation of systems should be able to easily incorporate dynamic, domain-specific in

formation and knowledge to facilitate work in a particular area [Ke1l85, Crof87b]. Sys

tem design should allow incorporation of domain-specific information in such a way that 

small changes in the information correspond to small changes in system behavior, a 

property known as gradualness [Rada86bJ. 

The group of researchers should have the ability to set up the system to 

automatically and transparently aid them in the indexing, organization, and sharing of in

formation. Research databases grow large and are archival in nature, with many addi

tions and few deletions [Falo88J, forming "corporate memories" researchers use over a 

long period of time. To manage this expansion of information, customizable "active" 

operations that include database management and inferencing capabilities must be in

cluded. Researchers should be able to set up actions based on complex conditions 

[Daya88, Howa88, Hsu88], providing a form of system extensibility. 

User Interface Requirements 
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Researchers must experience minimal overhead for use of the system. If 

the amount of effon to enter, organize, manipulate, and output information is greater than 

the benefits derived from using the system, it will fall into disuse. This single require

ment has a number of significant implications for the design of collaborative research sys

tems. 

Present-day systems are too difficult to use and learn to use. The current 

solutions are help systems, documentation, and training. Unfonunately, help systems and 

documentation address the user's problems in the system's terms, instead of the user's. 

Training is prohibitively expensive. Therefore, the user interface should encompass the 

entire novice to expen user spectrum, attempt to assess the expertise level of the user 

[Motr87], tolerate bad input [Fum87, Motr87], and provide explanations based on the 

input [Motr86c, Motr87, Slat86]. The availability of domain-specific information aids 

this process [Rada87]. Context-sensitive and indexed help should be available, providing 

researchers with the choice of getting specific help directly from any point in the system, 

going directly to specific help from another place in the system, or simply browsing the 

help to gain knowledge on system operation. On-line tutorials must be provided for each 

major system function that allow the user to proceed at their own pace in a totally control

led environment 

A seamless user interface is necessary in which all operations - adding in

formation, querying the information base, producing reports - are pan of a single process 



I User Interface Reguirements 

Novice-to-Expert User Support 
Tolerate Bad Input 
Input-based Error Explanations 
Context-Sensitive Help 
Indexed Help 
Browsable Help 

On-Line Tutorials 
Seamless 
Extensible 

Figure 3.1. User Interface Requirements 
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[Yank88,Yank88b]. Researchers often work in a highly iterative and exploratory mode, 

and must be able to change approaches and methods searnlessly, with a unifonn interface 

for all operations. The user interface must appear homogenous and be extensible as new 

applications are encountered [Wein88]. 

Infonnation Structure Overview 

Researchers typically track a large number of sources, people, places, 

events, organizations, and issues, requiring a significant amount of data management 

[Mark84]. They may perfonn comparisons, identify trends, build models, and establish 

cause and effect relationships. Researchers share ideas, comment on each other's work, 
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and use information initially entered and organized by others. To support this range of ac

tivities, over time for a group of people, requires a host of information types and struc

tures, and must take into account the temporal dimension. 

Researchers compile information from various sources, including books, 

articles, conversations, and mail messages, that may vary considerably in length, style, 

topic, and structure. Researchers may also keep notes, ideas, maps, pictures, and tables, 

as part of their efforts. Multimedia mechanisms enable computer systems to store and 

display these different information types, as well as audio, video, and animation, effec

tively broadening the bandwidth of communication between the researcher and the sys

tem [WoeI87c]. 

Researchers require straightforward mechanisms to create information 

structures that adapt easily to their needs [King87, K wan85]. U ser-defmable templates 

that can be used alternately for information entry, update, retrieval, analysis, and report

ing are necessary. Templates must be able to include or "point to" any existing informa

tion structure of any type. These structures have been called composite objects [Keta88] 

and aggregation hierarchies [Bane87bl, but are more often simply termed complex ob

jects [Kim87bl. Complex oojects implement IS-A and PART-OF relationships, and can 

be recursive. 

As the amount and complexity of information increases, higher-order in

formation structures are necessary for its effective management Higher-order structures 
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may impose different organizations on the underlying information, providing multiple 

means of access and different views. Structures may be arranged in relational, hierarchi

cal, or network groupings, can be browsed or used as query restrictors [Mche88], and 

should include high-level semantic information concerning their composition [Camm88]. 

Changes in these meta-structures should be tracked to provide important historical infor

mation. 

REQUIREMENTS ACROSS TIIE RESEARCH CYCLE 

The research cycle encompasses many activities. Collaborative research 

systems must support those activities over time for multiple researchers. This section ex

amines each phase of the research cycle, and points out specific system requirements 

necessary for each phase. 

Information Access and Entry 

As on-line information sources proliferate, researchers require means of 

reducing the diversity and complexity of interfaces. An interface that provides uniform 

access to on-line sources is necessary [Smit88b], to provide both efficiency and exten

sibility. Ideally, the collection of information sources should appear as a single source to 

researchers [Brei87], while the interface controls access to and cooperation between mul

tiple sources [Alon87]. Because the nature of researchers' access is query-only, many of 



I Information Access / Entry Reguirements 

Uniform Access to On-Line Sources 
Single Source View 
Central Data Dictionary 
Knowledge-based Interface 
Clipping Service 
Text Syntax Checking 

Numerical Access 
Multimedia Capture 

Figure 3.2. Information Access and Entry Requirements 
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the problems concerning updates in distributed, heterogeneous environments are avoided 

[Pu87]. 

Several systems exist that provide a unified view and transparent network 

access to distributed, heterogeneous infonnation sources [Smit81, Temp87, Temp87b]. 

These systems isolate researchers from operating system, DBMS, data model, schema, 

and query language differences, and one provides a central data dictionary with informa-

tion on accessible data and its location [Temp87]. Other systems provide knowledge-

based interfaces that ease the demands placed upon researchers for information access 

[Jak088, Jone87b, Lunn88, Mona87, Tenn83]. Still other systems provide electronic 

"clipping services" from infonnation sources that deliver items of interest directly to re-

searchers based on predefined characterizations [Fox87, Hogg83, Howa88, Mal087]. 

---- ~~~----------
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Support for the entry of structured. semi-structured, and unstructured text, 

with user-defined syntax checking of structured or semi-structured text, is an important 

requirement [Mal087b]. Text, more often than not. will be the communication medium 

of choice for researchers, and the system must include automated and manual methods 

for entering text into th~ system. This allows researchers to compose text both on- and 

off-line. Entry of other types of information is also necessary. Numerical information in

formation access and download is desirable [Domi76]. Multimedia information capture 

of pictures. graphics, and audio. needs to be supported as well. 

Organizing Information 

1t is a difficult challenge to effectively manage a huge information base of 

data which can be structured or unstructured. fuzzy or concrete. formal or informal, and 

complex or primitive [Bigg87]. Several methods, drawing from information retrieval, 

database. and artificial intelligence, are necessary for effective organization and manage

ment. An important feature for any of these methods is customizability based on domain

specific information. 

On-line research information bases will continue to grow in size. This 

necessitates sophisticated indexing mechanisms that impose orderings upon the data 

[Salt83]. Identification of semantically differentiated indices can reduce complexity, and 

improve retrieval precision [Carm89]. Automatic, transparent identification of indices, 

such as dates or authors, can be performed as the text enters the system [Howa88, 
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Jone84]. Domain-specific information in the form of thesauri and controlled vocabularies 

can aid in the identification process, reducing semantic ambiguity [Carm89] and overall 

index size. Choices should be available for controlled and uncontrolled vocabularies for 

objects of different types. These should be selectable at a group level and changeable 

over time, as researchers gain more experience with an approach, and knowledge in a re

search area. 

Multiple higher-order organizations for information are necessary in a 

dynamic, group environment. Researchers should be able to create hierarchies that form 

an increasingly specific information structure [MasI89], and networks that link objects to 

other semantically similar or related objects [Hara86]. These structures allow personal

ized, high-level views of the information base, and capture the expertise of the re

searchers who build them [Mche88]. An important criterion for maintaining these struc

tures is the automatic association of new information with them. Researchers must be 

able to set up characterizations of objects or object aggregations to facilitate this 

automatic assignment, and they must also be able to generate characterizations based on 

the composition of existing object aggregations. Characterizations enable the identifica

tion of semantically similar Objects. The automatic association of these objects with exist

ing objects and structures provides a context that adds meaningful information [Motr86g]. 

Higher-order information structures provide good organizational inter

faces for group problem-solving activities. Ideally, the structures should support high-
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Automatic Semantic Association in Hierarchies and Networks 
Object (Aggregation) Characterizations 
Characterization Generation 
High-level Structural Abstractions 
Meta-Structure Tracking 

Figure 3.3. Information Organization Requirements 

level structural abstractions, such as aggregation and generalization [Smit77, Tsur84, 

Zani83], and classification [Berk88, Yoon87], as well as behavioral abstractions 

[Fish87]. These structures can provide important contextual infonnation and aid group 

members in understanding a research area. Funhennore, these meta-structures are part of 

the "corporate memory" of the research group, as they reflect group decisions about how 

best to organize the research area. Aggregate tools, that track changes as these meta-

structures evolve, are necessary to provide a history of how understanding and informa-

tion modeling change over time. 



Viewing Infonnation 

Retrieval mechanisms in collabomtive research systems must suppon 

browsing, fact-finding, and analytical search, of primitive objects, complex objects, and 

higher-order information structures. Different stmtegies are necessary to suppon dif

ferent combinations of retrieval types [Chen84, Marc88] and object types [Yoon87]. 

Researchers should be able to browse the infonnation base, moving be

tween related objects in a hierarchical or network armngement [Conk87], or navigating 

through complex objects and their subobjects [Erbe88]. Index browsing should also be 

available, with the number of objects associated with the index displayed. Browsing ag

gregations of objects, organized in networks or hierarchies, is essential so that researchers 

can get a high-level perspective of the infonnation organization. "Fish-eye" views 

[Furn86] and infonnation "woming" [Her080] facilitate browsing of the object aggrega

tions, as does the use of coordinated window systems that detail object relationships 

[Shne86]. Aggregations should also have descriptions or characterizations accessible 

during browsing, as well as the number of objects in the set. 

Browsing is a fonn of knowledge exploration. Researchers will use 

browsing to investigate what has been entered into the system, what has been talked 

about, and what has been written about. To this end, specific suppon must be provided 

for accessing analytical objects, and for providing links to other objects that acted as 
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input to the analysis. This helps ensure that researchers make use of pre-existing analysis, 

rather than "reinventing the wheel" in a given subject area. Analytical objects might 

precede other objects in a given link path, while objects that have been used as input for 

analysis should point to the corresponding analytical objects. 

Features that allow researchers to find specific facts are importanL Full 

text and proximity searching, as well as morphological support, should be provided. Fact

finding is facilitated by the semantic differentiation of indices and the availability of mul

tiple higher-order information structures [MasI89]. The combination of these enable re

searchers to restrict queries to semantically significant hierarchies and networks. Resear

chers should be able to restrict their queries by both primitive and complex object types, 

to further narrow the query space, when appropriate. Template-based retrieval, where re

searchers enter search values in fields of pre-defined templates, is also necessary. 

The retrieval of a specific object or a collection of objects in answer to a 

query may not provide the desired information. Analytic search may be best facilitated 

in some cases by aggregate responses, rather than an enumeration of objects [Shum88]. 

Analytic search may involve a set of goals that do not map easily to a given query lan

guage [Motr86b]. This requires that flexible retrieval features be provided to researchers. 

While natural language seems an obvious choice, it has been 

demonstrated that natural language requests fare less well than a standard query language 

[Jark85]. Most researchers are familiar with Boolean logic and could construct requests 
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in that fonn. Boolean retrieval strategies have been extended to treat operators less strict

ly [Salt84]. Several researchers have noted a natural inclusion dependenc~ between the 

boolean operators and eliminated the operators altogether, using free association instead 

[Chan87, Chan88c]. These strategies can be used to provide a flexible means of specify

ing "fuzzy" queries, and domain-specific infonnation can improve the recall and 

precision perfonnance of these types of queries [Crof87b]. For all types of queries, it is 

important to be able to map closely to the conceptual and linguistic model of the re

searcher, and at least one commercially available product purports to do this [Mahn88]. 

Meta-structure infonnation can be used to determine the similarity be

tween a query and existing object aggregations. This can be important as object aggrega

tions may be the result of the efforts of researchers in a particular area for a specific pur

pose over a long period of time. The semantic "closeness" of the object aggregations to 

the query can be determined, and the object aggregations can be presented in ranked 

order to researchers, potentially eliminating many items that might be peripheral to the re

quest. Researchers must be able to rank retrieved sets based on the semantic similarity of 

the retrieved infonnation to the query, and should be able to order the retrieved set based 

on any element in the retrieved objects, including temporally-based elements. 

Estimation of the query result size, and the query time when it might be 

prohibitive, are desirable pre-retrieval features [Jak088]. Powerful set manipulation 

capabilities are necessary for effective post-retrieval management of information. Resear-
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chers should be able to perform query refinement and massage on the retrieved informa

tion set. Analysis requires that new information sets be easily created, linked to any other 

objects [Smit88c], saved, and placed in existing higher-order structures. Similareasy-to

use mechanisms for the modification of the higher-order structures must be available, so 

that the structures can evolve as the researchers' conceptual models change. 

Authoring and Report Generation 

Support for composition of analysis, papers, and reports, is an important 

feature for any collaborative research system. Annotation capabilities enable researchers 

to comment on writings in progress, and are essential for collaborative writing efforts. 

The ability to include multimedia information enhances understanding of writings in 

progress, and allows researchers to share information that is closer to the "fmished 

product" than text alone. Working in a what-you-see-is-what-you-get authoring environ

ment has distinct advantages over systems that require markup notation to be embedded 

in them for printing purposes. Descriptive markup systems, it has been argued, can 

facilitate transfer of information between heterogeneous systems [Ansi86], and allow re

searchers to focus on content [Coom87]. 

Outline editors and processors allow the construction of outlines and 

facilitate movement between outline parts. An outline processor can provide zoom 

capabilities so researchers can work at-the outline level and go directly to the underlying 

information [Hala88]. Multi-window systems can provide researchers with both a bigh-
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level view of the outline as well as underlying information of some of the outline sub-

parts simultaneously. 

Information output should be facilitated in many ways. Researchers 

should be able to output retrieved information sets according to a default format provided 

by the template used to retrieve the information, if one was used. Additional information 

concerning link, index, and reference information, should also be provided in reports 

I Authoring and Reporting Requirements 
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Multimedia 
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Figure 3.5. Authoring and Reporting Requirements 

upon request. Because reference information is so important to the authoring task, re-

searchers must have the ability to output citations in any fonnat, as in [Felt84]. 
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Any user-defined template should be able to be used to output informa

tion, regardless of what the template was originally designed for (e.g., retrieval or input), 

as long as there is a semantic mapping between the two. The system must also include 

capabilities for generating information concerning indices or vocabularies, path informa

tion between nodes, or higher-order information structures such as thesauri. 

Inter-Researcher Communication 

Effective communication of data and ideas is essential in a collaborative 

environment. Researchers require easy access to electronic mail facilities, and the ability 

to transmit any form of information to other researchers in the group. Communication be

tween groups is facilitated by the open interconnection of message systems [Zupa82]. 

While electronic messaging facilitates data transfer, the problem of true in

formation interchange remains. Group decision support capabilities are necessary that 

provide problem-oriented communication services [Bui86b], such as the transmission of 

user-defined templates and higher-order information structures. Only when both parties 

have the same semantically rich description of the data being exchanged, does effective 

information interchange occur [Mark87]. The ability to transmit templates and meta-struc

tures provides a context with important semantic information about what is being sent 

When researchers can also map incoming information to their own meta-structures, addi

tional contextual information is provided [Lee88]. 

Information Retirement 
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Although there are typically few deletions associated with large research 

databases [FaloS7], some facilities must become available to support information retire-

ment. As integration of technologies into collaborative research systems proceeds, infor-

mation bases will continue to grow. Some information may be of a transient nature, for 
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Multimedia 
User-Defined Templates 
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Figure 3.6 Inter-Researcher Communication Requirements 

instance, mail messages or annotation. Other information may suffer loss in value due to 

the passage of time. Still other information may prove over time to be of little or no use. 

To keep the complexity of the information base at a manageable level, information retire-

ment policies based on data age, perceived value, and amount of use, should be sup-

ported. While "perceived value" is difficult to quantify, an example might be the elimina-

tion of information with zero or few links to objects associated with current research 

thrusts. 

DATA MODEL 
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Several data models to support multimedia applications have been 

proposed [Bane87, Kim87, WoeI86]. Other obje\!t-oriented data models to support novel 

applications, e.g., CAD/CAM and office infonnation systems, have been suggested 

[Derr86, Hard86, Kach86, Lecl88, Maie86]. An analysis of these types of models by 

other researchers suggests that the significant difference between the models is the set of 

fundamental object relationships [Mary86]. As none of these models has been developed 

specifically to support systems for collaborative research, one is presented here based on 

considerable experience with one successful collaborative research system, the Arizona 

Analyst Infonnation System (AAIS). 

The data model presented builds on an initial proposal in [Stap88], private 

communication with the author [Stap89], and numerous group discussions over the past 

year. The data model includes a set of primitive objects and a set of standard complex ob

jects, or "pre-defined templates." The standard objects are the basic objects researchers 

use in their long-tenn analytical efforts. They are constructed with primitive objects, but 

special support is provided for each of the standard complex objects. Other complex ob

jects (alternately tenned user-definable templates) can be created using either or both 

primitive or standard objects. Objects can be linked in any way to fonn hierarchies or net

works. Folders contain object aggregations. Aggregations of objects, including folders, 

can also be fonned and linked. Folders act as repositories for object aggregations, mld as 

windows into hierarchies or networks. Multiple windows into a given hierarchy or net

work may exist. 
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The primitive objects include labeled text, blocks of text, integers, reals, 

and binary data. The standard complex objects are comptised of persons, references, or

ganizations, locations, events, concepts, inanimate things, dates, and triggers. All objects 

have administrative infonnation associated with them, such as person and date of entry, 

and last modification date. All objects can link to any number of other objects, primitive 

or complex. These relationships are depicted in Figure 3.7. 

The person object enables researchers to track specific people, while the 

organization object allows tracking of named groups. The location object contains 

geographical infonnation. The event, concept, and inanimate thing objects act as 

keywords, and their separation into categories enables their semantic differentiation. The 

date object is comprised of a beginning and ending date, effectively implementing date 

ranges. Triggers are condition-action pairs that enable researchers to set up complex con

ditions, in effect creating rules, and associate system operations with those conditions 

[Hsu88, Kotz88, Ston83, Tzvi88]. This data model supports novel data types and 

provides important forms of system extensibility - through the creation of complex object 

types and support for triggers [Bat088]. 

Objects can link to any type of other object, including their own type. Use

ful hierarchies can be created in this manner. A reference hierarchy could represent the 

relationship between a journal, a volume of the journal, and articles within the volume. 

An organization hierarchy might depict corporation ownership of SUb-corporations. A 
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person hierarchy could illustrate genealogical relationships. Template-based views of the 

standard objects enable researchers to form and track more complex relationships. For in

stance, an "affiliation" template might be built that included person, organization, and 

date objects, enabling the tracking of people associated with organizations over time. 

Folders could be used to track multiple organizations and people through their affiliations 

over time, for instance, the "Harvard Class of 1992." Descriptions attached to both 

templates and folders provide important semantic information regarding the rationale for 

a given template view or folder organization. 

Careful implementation of triggers provides extensibility and customiza

tion. Triggers are "active" objects, and can be associated with system operations. Condi

tions can be set up using values in primitive or complex objects, or types of objects, in

cluding templates and folders. For instance, triggers can implement aggregate operations -

a trigger associated with the display of a given object element could be set up to submit a 

query to the database to derive a current aggregate value. Triggers could also be set up to 

effect automatic association of objects into hierarchies or networks. For instance, if a per

son object is associated with an organization object named "Harvard," an event object of 

"graduation," and a date object with the year "1992," the person, organization, and date 

objects are immediately included as an "affiliation" template in the folder ''Harvard Class 

of 1992." Triggers can also be used to perform database operations, for example, recreat

ing an index when some percentage of new items has been entered into the index, or 

when a predetermined amount of time has elapsed. Conditional automatic report genera-

------ --~--------~------------ --~-- ---~ ------------- ---
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tion and electronic mail notification are additional examples of how biggers might be 

used. To use biggers COJTeCtly and effectively, researchers must be aware of the set of 

conditions and operations available to them, and they must be able to create biggers easi

ly using a ::standard template. 

Two other data model-related issues must be addressed. Much has been 

made in the literature of temporal support for novel applications [Chau88b, Clif85, 

Lum85, Sege87, Snod85, Snod86, Urba861, and versioning of objects [Ditt85, Rieu86], 

documents [Deli87, Gait88], and the underlying database schema [Chou86, Kim88]. 

Temporal support in the form of date ranges provides the necessary granularity that re

searchers need for the temporal dimension, and can be easily manipulated using available 

query processors [Lync89]. Document versioning is not explicitly necessary in the col

laborative research environment, as it is in the software engineering environment 

Schema and object versioning are not necessary as long as variable object representations 

can be maintained using a static schema, as the directory and file hierarchies are in AAIS 

databases. The elimination of these sbict requirements reduces the complexity of build

ing collaborative research systems, while the data model outlined maintains the necessary 

functionality. 

ARCHITECfURE 

The technologies necessary to implement the requirements that have been 

specified include database, AI, decision support, information rebieval, data communica-
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tion. and graphics. One can envision the eventual need for statistics. spreadsheet, and 

simulation features. Systems exist that combine database and AI [Cope84. Ga1I87b). AI 

and information retrieval [Fran86. Chia87J. database and information retrieval [Sche82. 

Wies85J. and AI and decision support technologies [Turb86b. Turb86cJ. One system pur

ports to include an expert system. a database. a spreadsheet, ~phics. communications. a 

text processor. and a natural language interface [Te1l86]. Given current software engineer

ing technology. however. the additional requirements above specify total functionality 

that is too complex to be integrated into a single system. Therefore. an architecture is 

necessary which reduces the total complexity. and is extensible so new features may be 

added easily over time. 

A proposed architecture is presented in Figure 3.8 .. Primary system en

tities include a controller. a type manager. a visual interface connected to an X Window 

system. a data manager. a template manager. a folder manager. a graphical manager. and 

a communications manager. The controller processes all requests for data and opera

tions. and therefore must have knowledge concerning what operations and data are 

provided by system entities. A type manager is necessary to implement a common object 

protocol that allow heterogeneous. distributed components to exchange both data and 

operations requests. The type manager must know what needs to be transmitted for 

operations to occur. and the format for those requests. The type manager acts as a transla

tion mechanism, putting requests in their proper format for a target entity. and by putting 

replies in the proper format for a host entity. While the controller and type manager inter-
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action described is still some time away from being commercially available, an architec

ture that supports the type manager concept can still derive benefits of increased por

tability and extensibility. 

The visual interface cooperates with an X Window system to process re

searcher requests. The data manager handles all requests for data and link storage, 

manipulation, and retrieval. The template manager stores all template information, effec

tively providing template-based "views" of the data held by the data manager. The folder 

manager implements object aggregations, which can include template-based views, data 

and link information, and folders. The graphical manager is primarily concerned with the 

iconical representation of objects, templates, and folders. The communications manager 

implements "outside" communication through electronic mail, conferencing, and access 

to on-line information sources. 

This architecture allows the use of workstations for the visual interface, 

while each of the other system entities, including the X Window system, may reside on 

separate, heterogeneous machines. While this arrangement increases the potential for ex

tensibility and reduces the complexity of system-building, a frequent criticism concerns 

the interprocess communication traffic required and the resultant decreases in the perfor

mance of the system. This criticism is justified. The architecture requires significant 

data communications support, with low overhead and high bandwidth. 

CHAPTER 3 SUMMARY 
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Researchers require a wide range of flexible suppon mechanisms for effec

tive.long-term collaborative research. Powerful information access and modeling 

capabilities are necessary. that range across the research cycle and facilitate high-level in

formation exchange. Collaborative research systems must be extensible, be able to incor

porate domain-specific information and knowledge, and be able to evolve as group and 

individual understanding changes. The requirements. data model, and architecture 

presented. based on experience with the AAIS over a number of years, serve as an outline 

to guide the construction of next-generation collaborative research systems. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SURVEY OF OBJECT-ORIENTED DBMS FUNCTIONALITY FOR COLLABORA
TIVE RESEARCH SYSTEM APPLICA nONS 

Object-oriented databases have been touted as a potential data manage-

ment solution for many types of emerging applications, including CAD/CAM and office 

automation, textual databases, and databases for artificial intelligence, that are poorly 

served by existing DBMS. This chapter begins by examining what "object-oriented" 

means and what an object-oriented DBMS (OODBMS) is. It then builds on the work of 

the previous chapter by using the requirements outlined there to identify OODBMS 

functionality for collaborative research system applications. A range of existing 

OODBMS are examined, and their capabilities for building collaborative research system 

applications are identified. 

OBJECT-ORIENTED DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (OODBMS) 

This section presents an introduction to the notion of object orientation, 

and examines the rationale for and evolution of OODBMS. Then, the data models that 

gave rise to OODBMS are addressed, and, finally, the different types ofOODBMS are 

described. 
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Object Orientation - An Overview 

The object-oriented paradigm has been implemented most successfully in 

the programming language environment [Danf88, Meye89, Str088]. There are many 

benefits to an object orientation, including easier and more modular design, data abstrac

tion and information hiding, code sharing and reusability, and extensibility. These 

benefits are realized through an approach that emphasizes objects and the operations on 

those objects, rather than the more conventional process or dataflow approach. The ob

ject~oriented approach is a more natural way of programming, because objects can be 

created and operated on that more closely reflect their real-world representations, both in 

structure and operation. 

Each object type, or "class," is associated with a set of operations called 

"methods." Methods are perfonned on objects when they are invoked by "messages." 

The basic set of object classes includes character, string, integer, and real numbers. New 

object classes can be created using an "inheritance" mechanism. The new object class 

"inherits" both data attributes and operations from its parent object class. Multiple in

heritance allows the creation of an object class based on more than one parent object 

class. Objects can then be comprised of many other objects, creating "complex objects." 

Object "encapsulation" is effected through data abstraction techniques that 

hide the internal structure and implementation of an object, thereby providing an impor-
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tant fonn of protection. Only methods - abstract operations - can access an object's inter

nal state. Object "instances" are created at run-time using the associated object class to 

guide construction. Each object instance has an "identity," which is an identifier that dis

tinguishes the object from all other objects. This identity is maintained regardless of 

structural or state transitions the object may go through. An identity is permanently as

sociated with an object. 

OODBMS Rationale and Evolution 

OODBMS arose out of an unmet need by current DBMS in the areas of 

many emerging applications. Current relational DBMS require that designers strictly ad

here to the "first normal fonn" constraint, which prevents the designers from including 

anything but atomic (single) values as an attribute in a relation [Codd70, Codd86b, 

Codd87]. This constraint forces a normalization of the schema which distributes data 

across relations that is better kept logically and physically grouped. Considerable re

search focusing on relaxing or eliminating this constraint has been perfonned [Adib88, 

Colb89, Erbe88, Hard87b, Pist86, Roth87, Sche82]. A related issue is that of complex 

objects, where an object is composed of sub-parts which can be full-fledged database ob

jects as well [Bert86, Chen88b, Depp86, Ditt85, Juli88, Kim87b, Kim88d, Kim89, 

Kusp87, Lame85, Lame86. Rowe87, Tsic85, Zani85]. Normalization results in distribut

ing objects and their sub-parts across relations in an unnatural way. 
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Another requirement of some emerging applications is support for the tem

poral dimension, but existing DBMS handle the concept of time poorly, although much 

research continues in this area [Ahn86, Casa82, Chau88b, Clif83b, Clif85, Cope86, 

Lum84, Lum85, Sege87, Sege87b, Snod85, Snod86, Srip88, Urba86]. Some applica

tions require historical or version information be maintained, and while research con

tinues in this area [Chan89, Deli87, Eckl87, Fish88, Katz86b, Kim88, Lome89, Rieu86], 

current DBMS do not support this capability well, if at all. Poor support and unsatisfac

tory performance in these areas led to the continued enhancement of data models to cap

ture more of the semantics of the real-world, and the corresponding design and develop

ment of a new generation of DBMS. 

Toward Object-Oriented Data Models 

The traditional data models, including the network, hierarchical, and reI a

tionru models, are record-based and reflect a programming orientation to information 

modeling. Record-based information models, however, are limited in their ability to 

model the real-world semantics of information [Kent79]. More advanced models, such 

as the entity-relationship model [Chen76] and an extension to the relational model 

[Codd79], were developed to enhance the understanding and representation of informa

tion. Still, these models were awkward and limited in their ability to provide repre

sentations of information that mirrored their real-world counterparts, leading to the 
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While there is a significant degree of overlap in many of the data models 

in the literature, there has been a general progression from semantic to object-oriented to 

hyper-semantic and extensible data models. Each of the models incorporates differing 

levels of semantics in their representation mechanisms. Semantic data models include 

support for 1) abstractions such as generalization, aggregation, and classification, 2) in

tegrity constraints, 3) representation of relationships, 4) networks or hierarchies of 

relationships, 5) inheritance, 6) representation of unstructured objects, and 7) dynamic 

modeling [peck88, see also Afsa86b, Urba86]. The recent deluge of object-oriented data 

models extend these features, and have a decidedly object-centered flavor about them, 

where operations are encapsulated with the objects they modify [Agra89, Bane87, 

Beec83b, Borg89, Camm86, Catt86, Cope84, Derr86, Feld83, Hard86, Hu1l89, Kach86, 

Ke1l86, Kim87, Lecl88, Lec188b, Lipi88, Man086, Man086b, Rowe87, Rumb87, 

WoeI86]. Hyper-semantic data models attempt to capture more of the semantics and 

dynamics of both knowledge and information, borrowing heavily from artificial intel

ligence [Pott87, Pott88b]. The boundaries between these data models are somewhat artifi

cial, as the delineation between each set is made difficult by a set of terms and intended 

meanings that is not yet standard in the literature. 

-- ~-~-~----------------- ---------
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The proliferation of data models points out an important fact: no single 

data model can be expected to support and support well all of the features necessary for a 

particular application area. Specific data models perform better than others depending on 

the application focus [see Hard87c]. This has been recognized by a number ofre

searchers who are developing extensible data models and DBMS that can map more 

directly to the specific application area. The data model compiler project of [Mary86] 

has analyzed a number of data models and found the significant differentiating charac

teristic between them to be the set of fundamental relationships represented. These re

searchers and others [Lyng86, Sche87] are using this information to attempt to produce 

application-specific OODBMS automatically. It is difficult, costly, and sometimes impos

sible to include new operators, structures, or algorithms into an existing DBMS [Bat087], 

and that is why these researchers are attempting to build in extensibility to the basic 

DBMS design. Some form of extensibility is crucial for collaborative research system ap

plications. 

Basing the design of the DBMS on the applications it will support makes 

good sense because the DBMS design can implicitly take into account some of the seman

tics specific to the applications. This information can be exploited during operations to 

speed transactions, enhance concurrency, and improve recovery [Hufn87, Schw84]. This 

could also improve communication between similar applications [Breu87], because 

similar modeling constraints should result in similar DBMS configurations. 

------- --------- -- --------
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OODBMS Types 

The recent attempts at convergence of the artificial intelligence, program

ming language, and database disciplines have had much to do with the shape and direc

tion of OODBMS. DBMS handle large amounts of data and provide persistence and 

sharability for that data, but require integrated application programming interfaces 

[Atki87]. Programming language environments have refined mechanisms for handling 

abstract data types, but lack persistent storage and sharability for data. Artificial intel

ligence constructs model knowledge well, and allow run-time variability based on the ac

tual data using inference engines, but have not fared well with large numbers of rules and 

facts. OODBMS are an attempt to incorporate the best features of each of these dis

ciplines into a single, unified, coherent whole. OODBMS do everything a "regular" 

DBMS does, plus provide support for dynamic data (triggers), inheritance, encapsulation, 

identity, and extensibility [Caru87]. 

There is considerable disagreement in the database and programming com

munities regarding the notion of object orientation [That87]. This situation is com

pounded by a number of different types of DBMS that claim to have an object orienta

tion, but have very different purposes. These DBMS can be broken down into extensible 

database systems, database system generators, and object-oriented database systems 

[OsboS7]. In each case, the object orientation can be either structural, behavioral, or both 
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[Kemp87], and depends on whether the perspective taken is that of programmer, end-user 

or designer. Moreover, the database literature is replete with object-oriented program

ming environments that use DBMS for support [Andr87, Nier85, Obri86, Schl88], as 

well as with object management systems that provide database-like support [Abls84, 

Ege87, Merr87, Zdon851, further confusing the issues. 

An extensible database system allows programmers to add new data types, 

operations, and possibly access methods, to an existing DBMS, while a database system 

generator takes as its input infonnation regarding the specifics of a target application (or 

application environment) and constructs a complete DBMS optimized for that set of re

quirements [Mary86]. Some DBMS claim extensibility, while the DBMS that claim to be 

"extensible DBMS" are typically the database system generators as described above. A 

structural orientation focuses on the structural aspects of objects and an efficient im

plementation of those objects, while a behavioral orientation concentrates on the 

manipulation of objects while hiding their structural details [Ditt86b]. An extensible 

database system can be object-oriented, as can a database system generator. Non-object

oriented DBMS may have an object-oriented implementation! The defmition of an 

OODBMS, then, is dependent on one's perspective. Each of these OODBMS types has 

something to lend to the construction of collaborative research applications, and rather 

than depend on this taxonomy, the salient features of each will be elucidated by mapping 

them to requirements. 
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COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEM APPLICATION NEEDS 

In this section, the set of requirements of the previous chapter are mapped 

to OODBMS features so that each OODBMS can be evaluated according to the 

capabilities necessary to support collaborative research system applications. 

Focus and Perspective 

The set of requirements proposed in chapter 3 provide a starting point 

from which to begin evaluating OODBMS. The perspective to be taken in the evaluation 

is that of application programmer, as very few of the proposed requirements will be met 

by the OODBMS in a native form. Requirements that should be satisfied by a "regular" 

relational DBMS will not be specifically addressed, including concurrency, recovery, and 

security. Indexing and general efficiency concerns wiII also not be addressed specifical

ly. While each of these are concerns for collaborative research systems applications 

programmers and the object-oriented database community, the focus of this chapter is on 

the advanced functionality to be provided by OODBMS. The interested reader, however, 

can consult the following sources on these issues. OODBMS concurrency and recovery 

issues are discussed in [Benns88b, Bezi87, Bri087, Durr88, Garg87, Garz88, Kahn86, 

Moss86, Moss87], distributed considerations are described in [Kers87, Luju88, Lyng84, 

Mari88], and security and authorization issues are examined in [Penn87, Rabi88]. 
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OODBMS indexing is described in [Maie86], while OODBMS clustering concerns are 

addressed in [Andr87, Chan89], and garbage collection in [Butl86]. Update complexity 

in OODBMS is described in [Abit88b]. OODBMS integrity enforcement is discussed in 

in [Liu87, Oxb088, Nguy86, Nguy86b, Venn86]. 

Impedance Mismatch Problem 

A major problem that database programming languages face is that of the 

impedance mismatch between the programming language and the database manipulation 

language [Maie87b]. This mismatch is both conceptual and structural and ranges over the 

user interface to data model to programming language to data language spectrum. The 

conceptual mismatch occurs when different programming paradigms are supported by 

the data language and the programming language; one may be declarative while the other 

is procedural. The structural mismatch occurs when the languages do not support exactly 

the same data types. The impedance mismatch can cause significant problems in attempt

ing to access a DBMS from a programming language, including increased programming 

overhead and decreased perfonnance. 

Many researchers agree a declarative, object-oriented programming lan

guage is appropriate to access an object-oriented database and its corresponding data 

manipulation language [Agra89, Blah88, Obri86, Smit87]. The match between existing 

languages and OODBMS is imperfect, however, and some research has questioned the as

sumption of a "good match" [Detr86]. (Most programming languages are inherently pro-
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cedural, rather than declarative, Prolog being a notabl~ example.) Other researchers have 

pointed to cultural issues in the database and programming language communities as the 

cause for the impedance mismatch [Bloo87], which should be overcome in time given 

the continued convergence of these disciplines. Logic programming combined with an 

object-orientation are being investigated by a number of researchers, as this combination 

of techniques shows promise to overcome the impedance mismatch problem [Chen86. 

Chen86b, Chim87, Fuku86, Kim87d, Kife89, Koeg88, Sacc87, Verm86]. Any program

ming environment which eliminates the distinction between data structures and database 

objects facilitates design and construction of application programs by significantly reduc

ing or eliminating the impedance mismatch problem altogether [KeIl86, Kim88b, Sch188, 

That86]. The impedance mismatch problem is one that can not be overlooked when 

evaluating an OODBMS, although the selection of a programming language will most 

times be independent of the selection of the OODBMS. The nature of the underlying 

OODBMS has strong implications for choice of a programming language. 

Support for Requirements 

Some of the following requirements will map directly to the OODBMS 

characteristics of methods, inheritance, and encapsulation, while other requirements will 

be several programming steps removed from a particular OODBMS implementation. The 

goal in mapping requirements to OODBMS features is to assess which requirements are 

satisfied by the native OODBMS capabilities, and the degree of effort necessary to imple-
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ment the remaining requirements. To this end, requirements are identified and grouped 

according to the type ofOODBMS functionality necessary to support them. 

Support is necessary for access to external data and communication sour

ces - foreign DBMS, heterogeneous data stores, and mail networks must be accessible. 

The existence of an interface that provides an integrated view of external data sources, 

while also providing intelligent retrieval from those sources, is desirable [Jak088, 

Sacc87]. This might include access to other components of an organization's internal 

computer systems [Hagm88]. Bulk importing of data from external sources should be 

available. Conversion to an OODBMS can be difficult enough [see Smit87] without in

troducing the additional burden of dealing with the data in an element by element form. 

Programmer-definable data types must be available and include multi

media [Kat087b, Woel86, Woe187] and complex objects [Kim87b, Kim89], with specific 

support for user-definable templates (views) [Berk88, Garl87, Wied86b]. Support for 

complex objects will allow complicated text-based representations of information, while 

user-definable templates will allow multiple, different views of the same object or set of 

objects. Neither the number of total objects or the number of sub-objects an object can 

contain should be limited artificially. Programmers must be able to define the behavior as

sociated with the specified data types, as well as define data relationships, such as hierar

chic or network (e.g., hypertext, or the ability for complex objects to have shared subob

jects). One behavior that should be supported is the propagation of an operation within a 
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collection of related objects [Rumb88]. Programmers must be able to define abstractions 

such as generalization, aggregation, and classification. These capabilities defme powerful 

modeling facilities that must be available, as well as direct support for inheritance to 

facilitate the reuse of the defined structures, and encapsulation to limit the effects of be

havior to specific object types. 

Some support for knowledge structures and inferencing should be 

provided to the collaborative research system application programmer [Pars89]. Inferenc

ing mechanisms in the form of backward and forward chainers [Ston87, Ston87c], and 

for storing knowledge [Hsie87] are desirable. Triggers provide an important form of ex

tensibility by enabling the database to take actions without the intervention of program

mer or end-user, e.g., to enforce referential integrity [Camm89]. Inferencing capabilities 

can also include customizable capabilities to enhance the system's ability to reason about 

large quantities of data, such as rule-based knowledge, rules of inference, and expert 

knowledge, taking advantage of the semantics of the objects being manipulated [Rasc87]. 

To take advantage of the inherent semantics of objects, metadata concerning the object 

must be available in the OODBMS. 

Another important form of extensibility is provided via "procedures" that 

can be embedded in the OODBMS just as triggers can. There is some overlap in ter

minology, as some procedures are simply queries represented as an attribute of a relation 

that are executed when "retrieved" [Ston87d]. More recently, however, the notion of pro-
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cedures has been extended to include calling a subroutine or procedure that has been pre

viously compiled on the host operating system [Mcca89]. Triggers and procedures enable 

the programmer to place much of the burden of control upon the OODBMS itself, 

decreasing control complexity and the corresponding development and maintenance 

time. These capabilities are arguably the most important features of an OODBMS from a 

programming perspective, as this form of extensibility can reduce the costs associated 

with development, and later, with enhancements and maintenance. 

EXISTING OODBMS AND FEATURES 

In this section, a range of OODBMS that have appeared in the literature 

will be examined. These systems include object-oriented extensions to relational DBMS, 

database system generators, extensible DBMS, and "true" OODBMS - those that fully 

support the object-oriented paradigm in their language, approach, and representation and 

manipulation of objects. High-level descriptions that focus on the novel aspects of each 

system are provided. In each case, their underlying features are mapped to collaborative 

research system application requirements outlined in the previous section. The figures 

that represent this mapping have been constructed from reviewing the literature on each 

system, and should not be viewed as absolute since actual testing of each of these 

OODBMS was not performed. An entry in a table means the authors claimed or implied 

support for that particular capability. 
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Figure 4.1. Iris DBMS Functionality 

Iris 

The Iris DBMS [Derr85, Derr86, Fish87, Fish88, Lyng87, Lyng87b, 

Lyng88] is a research prototype from Hewlett-Packard Laboratories that extends the 

capabilities of an underlying relational DBMS towards an OODBMS. An object-

oriented extension to SQL, Object SQL (OSQL) is provided in Iris. Iris includes rich data-

modeling constructs, support for inference, and user-definable data types. Advanced, 

user-definable functions are available, as are callable procedures. Unifonn access to 

foreign DBMS and specialized storage systems is available. Iris also includes the ability 

for "long" transactions, and provides version support for objects. 
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The Iris Storage Manager is a relational DBMS, Hewlett-Packard's HP

SQL. The Iris Object Manager is a set of C language subroutines that provides a program

ming language interface for both C and Lisp. The Iris data model supports structural 

abstractions as well as behavioral abstractions [Brod81, Myl080]. Iris has been used to 

investigate the relationships between semantic database models and the relational model, 

and to discover how a relational DBMS could be extended to support the object-oriented 

paradigm. The Iris features important to collaborative research system applications are 

depicted in Figure 4.1. 

POSTGRES 

The POSTGRES DBMS [Jhin88, Rowe86, Rowe87, Ston86, Ston86b, 

Ston87, Ston87b, Ston87c, Ston87f, Ston88, Ston88b] is the successor to the Ingres 

DBMS [Ston76] from the University of California at Berkeley. POSTGRES (POST 

inGRES) provides support for complex objects and user extendibility of data types, 

operators, and access methods. POSTGRES also provides triggers and specific inferenc

ing support in the fonn of forward and backward chaining. POSTGRES purports to be 

fully relational and includes a rule subsystem that provides views, protection, integrity 

constraints, and referential integrity as part of the DBMS. The novel design of 

POSTGRES includes a storage system that automatically keeps object histories, and 

provides facilities for version management and garbage collection. The storage system 
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Figure 4.2. POSTGRES DBMS Functionality 

also supports transaction management with no crash recovery code! This greatly 

simplifies the construction of the transaction-related code. 

POSTGRES is designed to take advantage of optical disks, workstations 

in tightly-coupled processor environments, and custom designed VLSI chips. 

POSTGRES uses a three level memory hierarchy of main memory, magnetic disk, and 

optical disk. Importantly, the QUEL query language oflngres is left mostly intact, and 

simply extended as the POSTGRES query language POSTQUEL. This implies that ap-

plications that move from the relational DBMS Ingres having used QUEL would port 

easily to POSTGRES using POSTQUEL. POSTQUEL includes "procedures" as a data 

type, and can therefore store procedures as an attribute of a relation. Note that complex 

objects are not represented directly in POSTGRES, rather, it is through POSTQUEL and 
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the use of "procedures" as a data type that complex objects are implemented. Figure 4.2 

outlines the POSTGRES capabilities for collaborative research system applications. 

EXODUS 

EXODUS (EXtensible Object-oriented Database System) [Care86, 

Care86b, Care87, Care88, Grae86, Grae87, Shek89] is a database system generator 

designed at the University of Wisconsin to facilitate the rapid development of high perfor-

mance, application-specific DBMS. Although EXODUS is called an "extensible" DBMS 

in the literature, it is not actually a DBMS. Rather, it is a collection of software tools and 

libraries that allows for rapid and structured development of DBMS. EXODUS software 

tools are invoked with description files, and code is generated and linked to EXODUS 

libraries and other compiled code. EXODUS uses the "E" implementation language (an 
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extension of C++). a storage system. a type and dependency manager. an access plan 

translator (that generates "E" programs for queries). and a user ~nterface generator. The 

storage component of EXODUS is object-oriented - the storage "object" is the basic 

abstraction in EXODUS which is a variable-length record of arbitrary size. 

EXODUS is not a complete DBMS. unlike POSTGRES. and does not try 

to be a system that users may "extend." The approach is more like that of a compiler 

where the application-specific needs are put into a form that EXODUS can understand. 

and then EXODUS translates those into a DBMS that satisfies those needs. Its exten

sibility derives from being able to meet needs for a wide range of applications. A rule

based approach to query optimization is used in order to extend the optimizer to handle 

new operators, methods for existing operators, and new data types. While it is more dif

ficult to map requirements to features for a database system generator. Figure 4.3 

describes attributes of EXODUS, its data model, EXTRA (EXtensible Types for Rela

tions and Attributes), and its query language, EXCESS (EXtensible Calculus with Entity 

and Set Support), for collaborative research system applications. 

PROBE 

PROBE [Gold87. Man086, Man086b] is an object-oriented DBMS that 

focuses on modeling the spatial and temporal semantics of applications. The underlying 

data model integrates the functional. relational. and object-oriented approaches to deal 

with data that has complex structure and semantics, such as data in geographical informa-
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Figure 4.4. PROBE DBMS Functionality 

tion systems. PROBE is "extensible" in that it allows the addition of new object types 

and operators, and includes specific support for "approximate geometry" necessary for ef-

ficient implementation of spatial queries in CAD/CAM-like applications. Approximate 

geometry processes spatial queries and returns approximate answers much more quickly 

than exact answers. 

The implementors of PROBE also term it a "knowledge-oriented" DBMS, 

as there is a general mechanism for specifying rules incorporated in PROBE. Rules can 

include constraints on propagating operations within or across entity types, and can also 

include trigger-like constraints that specify when or how to check conditions associated 

with entities. Like EXODUS, rules extend to the query optimization process, providing 

an additional form of extensibility. Some support for non-frrst-normal-form relations and 
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recursion is also included, again with the focus on the spatial and temporal considerations 

of data. Although the focus is on CAD/CAM-related issues, the DBMS and data model 

are extensible enough for a wide range of applications, including collaborative research 

systems. Figure 4.4 outlines PROBE's capabilities in this respect. 

HiPac 

The HiPac (High PeIfonnance ACtive DBMS) Project [Daya88, Hsu88, 

Mcca89] at the Computer Corporation of America builds on the object-oriented data 

model used in PROBE to construct an "active" DBMS. Active DBMS monitor events of 

interest, evaluate conditions that correspond to these events, and, if certain conditions are 

satisfied, take appropriate, predefined actions. While this is the role that corresponds to 

"triggers" in the literature, HiPac adds the notions of timing constraints and contingency 

plans to accommodate "time-constrained" applications such as process control or 

program trading. Tasks are scheduled to meet timing constraints, and in the case where 

timing constraints are not met, contingency plans can be put in place and perfonned. 

HiPac includes a storage server for rule-based inferencing in an attempt to 

optimize knoweldge-related operations. Triggers are implemented as "ECA rules." ECA 

rules are event-condition-action triplets that effectively generalize many DBMS functions 

typically implemented by special-purpose operations, including materialized views, 

derived values, and procedure calls. HiPac treats rules as an object class, understands rule 

semantics, and has a built-in rule operation, "fire," that it invokes automatically when ap-
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propriate. The capabilities of HiPac for collaborative research system applications are 

described in Figure 4.5. 

The HiPac project addresses extensions to the architecture of OODBMS 

to include efficient active operations. The architecture of a "passive" OODBMS includes 

an object manager to define object classes and object operations, a physical data manager 

to provide buffer management and access methods, and a transaction manager to provide 

concurrency control and recovery. The architecture of an active DBMS extends the ob-

ject manager to suppon rule definition, storage and retrieval, and includes event "detec-

tors," a separate rule manager, and a condition evaluator. For applications with imponant 

time-related constraints, HiPac presents an efficient, comprehensive set of capabilities. 
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Cactis 

The Cactis (Colorado ACTIve Semantics) OODBMS [Huds86, Huds87, 

Huds88, King87] is based on the principle of "active semantics" in which each database 

entity is assigned a behavioral specification which allows it to respond to changes 

throughout the database. Each entity may have constraints associated with it, and may 

consist of derived and complex data. The constraint specifications as well as the deriva

tion operations are maintained automatically by the system. Coupled with a powerful 

UNDO operator, these capabilities make Cactis an excellent vehicle for modeling 

hypothetical conditions, and do so quickly and efficiently. Cactis as it relates to col

laborative research system applications is depicted in Figure 4.6. 

Freeform is an office form management system that allows novice users to 

design forms, and maintains the integrity and consistency of form versions, using Cactis 

as the underlying DBMS [King87]. The form design maintained in Cactis includes infor

mation about the appearance of the form, as well as how objects on the form relate to 

Cactis database objects. Freeform is highly interactive and graphics-based, and even 

enables the user to make (unseen) modifications of the underlying Cactis database when 

form creation or update mandates schema changes. Users can create forms based on exist

ing form "families," and inherit the operations associated with the form elements in those 

families. For collaborative research system applications, Freeform can be viewed as an 

example of how to create and maintain user-definable templates in an OODBMS. 
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ORION [Bane87, Bane87b, Chou86, Chou88, Garz88, Kim87, Kim88, 
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Kim88b, Kim88c, Kim89, Rabi88, Woe187, Woe187c] is an OODBMS being developed 

at Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC) in Austin, Texas. 

ORION implements a number of extensions to the "conventional" object-oriented data 

model, including composite objects, schema evolution, and versions. Composite objects 

are (possibly recursive) collections of individual components, like complex objects, but 

in addition the semantic notion of IS-PART-OF is implemented. Composite objects are 

managed as complete units for storage and retrieval. The ability to track schema evolu-
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tion and versions is necessary in multiuser design environments where the design objects 

may undergo frequent changes. ORION implements the full object-oriented paradigm, 

using objects, classes, methods, and inheritance. 

Extensive work has been done in ORION to address multimedia issues, 

from data modeling to specialized storage and presentation devices. The Multimedia In-

formation Manager (MIM) has been implemented, with extensible class hierarchies and 

protocols for multimedia capture, storage, and presentation. Specific research has' also 

been accomplished to address the impedance mismatch problem [Kim88b]. This work is 

especially interesting to collaborative research system application programmers - it at-

tempts to eliminate the distinction between database objects and program data structures 

altogether, by accessing and manipulating objects as though they are all in infinite virtual 
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memory. Figure 4.7 shows the capabilities of ORION for collaborative research system 

applications. 

GemStone 

GemStone [CopeS4, MaieS5b, MaieS6, MaieS6b, PennS7] has been com

mercially available since 1986 from Servio Logic Corporation, in Beaverton, Oregon. 

GemStone was originally developed as part of an investigation into improving database 

application programming - the impedance mismatch problem was recognized and ad

dressed early in its development. The OPAL language, a descendant of Smalltalk-SO, was 

designed for data definition, manipulation, and computation in GemStone. OPAL in

cludes capabilities for abstract datatypes, knowledge representation, object histories, and 

temporal semantics. Bulk import and export of data is available, as well as an SQL inter

face to other DBMS for purposes of importing data. Procedural programming interfaces 

to OPAL from C, C++, Objective C, Small talk, FORTRAN, Pascal, and Ada are avail

able. Database amenities ~uch as concurrency, recovery, security, and integrity are 

provided. 

The Smalltalk object-oriented programming environment is discussed in 

[CopeS4], specifically regarding what it lacks as a database system. GemStone implemen

tors developed many ideas out of the use of Smalltalk for use in GemStone, and it is in

formative in that it compares an object-oriented programming environment to what an 

OODBMS should be. In [AndeS6b] the authors argue that all components of a DBMS 
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should be under programmer control: objects, schemas, commands, and the repre-

sentation specifications themselves, and outline an example for a user interface system 

that sits atop an OODBMS. This article is interesting because it is written from the 

programmer perspective, and deals specifically with issues concerning programming 
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using an OODBMS. In Figure 4.8, GemStone's features are mapped to collaborative re-

search system application requirements. 

Other Systems 

There are several other systems that show promise in addressing some col-

laborative research system application construction issues. These systems are mentioned 

here, but not formally evaluated, due to the lack of available information to make a valid 

assessment. 
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InteI1lledia [Garr86, Haan88, Meyr86, Smit87, Smit88b, Yank87, 

Yank88b, Zdon85] is an integrated multimedia hypertext system from Brown 

University's Institute for Research in InfoI1llation and Scholarship, which consists of a 

number of applications that can share infoI1llation. While InteI1lledia is not technically an 

OODBMS, it is included here an excellent example of a collaborative environment Inter

media has several features that collaborative research system applications require, and 

has several outstanding articles (cited above) which should prove valuable to collabora

tive research system application programmers. The InterBrowse application provides 

unifoI1ll access to various online databases, while reducing the differences between 

retrieval languages, keyword vocabularies, and citation representations for those 

databases. Other applications include a style-based text editor, a timeline editor (Inter

Val), a 3D graphics viewer, and a structured graphics editor. InteI1lledia was originally 

built on top of the Ingres DBMS [Ston76], and was reported as being considered to run 

under an OODBMS named ENCORE, which resulted in an evaluation of the differences 

between OODBMS and RDBMS [Smit87]. This is important infoI1llation for anyone con

sidering a move from an RDBMS to an OODBMS. 

GENESIS [Bat086, Bat086b, Bat087, Bat088, Bat088b] is a database sys

tem generator that terms itself an extensible DBMS. A GENESIS database consists of 

objects related by functions, and is based on a theory of DBMS extensibility [Bat087]. 

The focus is on an open architecture database system generator with a standardized inter

face. Interface standardization and its ease of use promotes extensibility. A GENESIS 
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DBMS can be built in a few hours given the application-specific constraints. GENESIS 

reports the ability to add new operators and data types, although these may require addi-

tional modules to be written for the underlying generator. Therefore, although support for 

complex objects and inferencing are not mentioned specifically, modules to support these 

capabilities could theoretically be added. For these reasons, GENESIS is an important 

system for collaborative research system application programmers to watch. 
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VBASE [Andr87, Duh188] from Ontologic, Inc., in Billerica, Mas

sachusetts, is a commercially available object-oriented development environment that 

combines persistent objects and a procedural object language into a single system. The 

object language, based on C++, includes strong datatyping, a block structured schema 

definition language, and the ability to type members of aggregate objects. VBASE 

claims specific database-like support for I-to-l, I-ta-many, and many-to-many relation

ships between objects, as well as support for triggers to maintain referential integrity. 

While the cited articles as well as the available marketing literature do not claim that 

VBASE is a DBMS, its commercial availability and support for object-oriented develop

ment indicate it is a system that should not be overlooked. 

CHAPTER 4 SUMMARY 

Each of the systems surveyed emphasize different aspects of emerging 

database technology. Each has something to lend to the construction of collaborative re

search system applications. The choice may depend on the focus of the particular col

laborative research system, e.g., whether it's time-constrained or spatially oriented. The 

choice may also depend on the existing programming environment and the specific exper

tise of the programmers. The choice may depend on available platforms and the plat

form-specific expertise of personnel. Figure 4.9 depicts each of the systems' capabilities 

as they relate to collaborative research system applications. The comparison is instructive 

by pointing out common and individual features of each of the systems, and can serve as 



a general guide in evaluating necessary functionality for a particular application. The 

comparison should only be used as a guide, however, as the existence of a single 

capability in a given system can only be verified by actual system testing. 
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For CARAT, the promises of recovery, concurrency, security, and in

tegrity, that commercial availability brings, seem to weigh heaviest in evaluating a poten

tial system. A vendor that cannot make these promises, or that does and cannot back 

them up, will not live long in the marketplace. These regular database features are ab

solutely essential in a multiuser environment with hundreds of megabytes of valuable in

formation. An alternative is to make extensions to a relational DBMS, ensuring that 

recovery, concurrency, security, and integrity are maintained. To do this, however, re

quires significant extensions not typically supported by the underlying data model, that 

result in poor query performance and poor concurrency, and require additional program

ming to support. In a CARAT environment such as the one depicted by the requirements 

of the last chapter, extending a strictly relational DBMS is a poor alternative for these 

reasons. 
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CHAPfER5 

APPliCATION OF TIlE GENERIC QUERY PROCESSOR TO CARAT 

Chapter 2 described the generic query processor as used in the Arizona 

Analyst Information System (AAIS). Chapter 3 outlined a set of requirements for a suc

cessor system to the AAIS, CARAT. In Chapter 4, a range of possible data management 

solutions for collaborative research system applications such as CARAT were examined. 

In this chapter, we revisit the generic query processor and examine how it might be ap

plied as a programmer interface for CARAT-like systems. The requirements from Chap

ter 3 are used to assess the functionality provided by the GQP for CARAT. Limitations 

are described and extensions proposed. The DBMS scenarios examined in Chapter 4 are 

each applied to the GQP environment and their effects are described. 

GQPFUNCTIONALITYFORCARAT 

From a database perspective, CARAT differs from the AAIS in that 

CARAT will include significant additional information modeling capabilities which 

demand more complex database structures for support. From a plOgramming and user in

terface perspective, access and manipulation of CARAT entities will involve not only 

querying for information sets, as is typical in the AAIS, but will also involve a browsing 
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and navigational mode that requires traversing hypertext-like links. Additional CARAT 

functionality provided by the GQP is described in this section. An overview is provided 

by Figure 5.1. 

User-Definable Templates 

Information modeling capabilities are realized through the creation and 

use of user-definable templates. Templates implement CARAT objects, both primitive 

and complex. Templates can be effected through 1) a "generic" underlying database 

schema which implements the equivalent of database views, or 2) the DBMS view 

mechanism directly, or 3) DBMS relations corresponding to the template types. 

Template representation will be discussed in another section. Any of these repre-

sentations is handled by the GQP as is, due to the placement of object defmitions outside 
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the compiled code. Template representations can change during development or produc

tion use of the system, without any change being required to the GQP. Template types 

can be used as query restrictors, just as the directory hierarchy is used in the AAIS cur

rently. 

Hypertext Links 

To support hypertext navigation, physical links between data items must 

be present in the database schema. Hypertext implies speed of association and presenta

tion on the order of seconds [ConkS7] - this is only possible given the platforms we are 

considering for CARAT using stored links. In the AAIS, only referential links are current

ly present in the schema, which necessitates additional processing at run-time to resolve 

the reference. This is the same difference between relational and network systems. In the 

single-link case, however, a relational representation of the link is straightforward. An 

element as an attribute of one relation can contain the unique identifier of the link ele

ment in another relation and rapid (hash) access can occur. 

The GQP handles any relational representation effectively, regardless of 

the level of normalization involved, or whether the "link" is referential or physical. While 

there may be some overhead involved in processing a hypertext-like link [Bar082], 

response should still appear instantaneous to the user given available indexing structures 

and baseline platform capabilities. Only single (one-at-a-time) links are effectively sup

ported in this way. The relational representation of a single link allows it to be processed 
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efficiently. The CARAT interface will only allow single link traversal while in naviga

tion mode. To be able to traverse multiple links quickly would require a network repre

sentation of the data, and necessitate procedural code inside the GQP. The GQP was 

designed to free the programmer from navigational details, akin to the use of the univer

sal relation as a user interface to databases [see Kent83, Ullm83 for debate on this ap

proach]. This point may soon become moot, however, as some research indicates 

automatic path determination is possible [Lee87]. 

Text Processing Extensions 

CARAT extends AAIS text search capabilities with proximity searches, 

morphological and thesaurus support, and a natural language interface. Proximity, mor

phological, and thesaurus infonnation can all be stored in database structures the GQP 

can easily access and manipulate. The GQP can take advantage of specialized text

processing indices, like those proposed in [Lync87b, Lync88b]. The natural language in

terface is more problematic due to the uncertain mapping of query input to database struc

tures. A natural language product currently being investigated, Management Information 

Technologies' Research Assistant, provides an independent interface to textual infonna

tion [Mahn88]. A discussion with the primary developer of the Research Assistant indi

cates the GQP could be used as a programming language interface that implements the 

natural language user interface [Lync8ge]. Other natural language products that interface 

with DBMS have different requirements, and not all provide programming language in-
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terfaces. The mapping of a natural language product to the GQP interface is continuing to 

be investigated through a dialogue between the systems staff and Management Infonna

tion Technologies developers. 

Temporal Considerations 

The ability to access and manipulate objects having a temporal attribute is 

essential for CARAT. The notion of "time" will be handled in terms of calendar dates, 

where the finest granularity is that of "day." Dates are one of the primitive objects of the 

CARAT data model. This enables researchers to attach dates and ranges of dates to other 

CARAT objects, and allows them to use these date ranges as query restrictors. Dates and 

date ranges are processed exactly as character strings within the GQP - no change is 

necessitated by the incorporation of the temporal dimension at this level of granularity 

into CARAT. Processing dates and date ranges differs from what is typically known as 

"temporal support" [see Chau88b, Lum85, Sege87J. Temporal support implies the under

lying system "understands" the temporal dimension and temporal attributes and can 

process them intelligently. This is not the case for CARAT, however, date ranges provide 

the required capability. 
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Inferencing 

Inference is important to overall CARAT functionality, but it is unclear at 

this point whether an inferencing mechanism will be part of the DBMS, as in an 

OODBMS like POSTGRES [Ston83], or whether it will be a separate part of the architec

ture. In either case, both rules and data can be stored in the DBMS [KeIl86c], and the 

GQP can access and manipulate these in their relational representations. In this way, the 

GQP can function as the database interface for an inference engine, accessing both data 

and rules for processing. 

AAIS Query Types 

Many other kinds of queries are handled effectively by the GQP in its ex

isting form. This includes all of the current AAIS query functionality - queries that im

plement indexing capabilities, the organization heuristics, and the semantic object ag

gregation software [Arn89]. The GQP is able to deal with this wide range of queries due 

to its high-level, object-based, nonprocedural approach [Lync89]. Still, there are limita

tions to its functionality for other CARAT applications. These limitations are discussed 

in the following section. 
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GQP LIMITATIONS AND EXTENSIONS FOR CARAT 

In terms of support for specific database functionality, the GQP was 

described in Chapter 2 as lacking in two areas: aggregate queries and true hierarchical or 

network navigation. This section addresses those areas once again in the context of 

CARAT, and identifies additional limitations of the GQP for CARAT processing. Figure 

5.2 summarizes limitations. 

Aggregate Queries and Network Navigation 

In the previous section, a relational representation of hypertext-like links 

was used to demonstrate how hierarchical or network navigation might be accomplished. 

In the case of aggregates, however, CARAT requires more complex queries that are not 

supported by the GQP in its existing form. The difficulty in developing a syntax for repre

senting aggregate queries is compounded by the lack of a standard in this area [DateS7]. 

A syntax could be developed, and the GQP extended, by allowing recursive calls inside 

the code that correspond to the nested queries of SQL. This is what will be attempted for 

CARAT. It is hoped a standard that addresses aggregate queries will emerge during that 

time, otherwise the amount of effort necessary to map the GQP to additional DBMS will 

increase significantly. Translation code could be embedded in the GQP to map query syn-
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tax across languages, as in [Howe87, Piat87]. The emergence of a standard. however, 

will enable the development of a syntax that preserves the portability of the GQP without 

writing additional code. 

Query Time/Size Estimation 

CARAT requires researchers have the option of requesting estimates 

regarding query time and result size, as in [Jak088]. These capabilities should naturally 

be a part of the GQP as the programmer interface. The same set of information is neces

sary to make an estimate of the query time or result size as is necessary to perform the ac

tual query. This information is passed as parameters to the GQP. An extension to the 

GQP is required to add this estimation capability. Additional parameters must be passed 

to signal the estimation process and to receive the results, and the actual estimation code 

must be written and called from the GQP. To make the query time estimation code effi

cient, the system catalogs should be accessed. The system catalogs, however, are usually 

as different across DBMS as the aggregate query syntax (although this is changing), and 

thus present a similar portability problem if coded in this way. Alternatively, the actual 

relations can be queried to calculate sizes and join times, which is slower but more port

able. For query size estimation, sampling of the actual relations should occur. 
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Fuzzy Query Support 

Fuzzy query support is a CARAT requirement not fully addressed by the 

existing GQP, as is the ability to rank query results. While the GQP can deal with 

thesaurus expansion of queries, the "fr~e association" algorithms used by some re

searchers [Chan87, Chan88c] to provide a fuzzy query capability and rank query results 

would require additional procedural code. Similarly, any strategy that treats boolean 

operators less strictly than a conventional query language [Sa1t84] requires additional pro

cedural code to rank the query results. This is probably best implemented as a "driver" 

that makes multiple calls to the GQP, ranking the results as they are processed on each 

call. In this way, the procedural code is isolated and removed from the GQP internals. 

This creates a separate interface for fuzzy queries, however, which might not be intuitive 

for programmers. One alternative is to add specialized parameters to the interface, and 

write callable, procedural code to implement the capability. Another alternative would 

use the existing GQP as is, and use a post-processing routine to do the ranking on the 

retrieved set. This last alternative would be less efficient than either of the two previous 

alternatives, but would be easier to implement 
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The GQP is based on the DBMSs' ability to process a character string at 

run-time. This limits the types of query processing to those that can be represented as 

character strings, including integers, reals, characters, and dates. A character string is un-

able to effectively represent bit-mapped images, video, or audio. It is practically impos-

sible to do a pattern search of an image using a character string representation. This does 

not imply bit-mapped images and audio can not be stored or retrieved using the GQP. It 

only implies they can not be searched using the GQP. This limits the types of searches to 

those that do not involve multimedia. Additional, media-specific algorithms are neces-

sary to perform pattern searches on digital representations of sound or images. 
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Triggers and Procedures 

Triggers will enable CARAT to be an "active" system, without having to 

write code to implement "demons" to watch the database. Triggers help implement the 

behavioral specification of objects without procedural code. The construction of triggers 

will involve database access and storage in the trigger creation phase- Triggers will be 

formed using AND/OR/NOT constructs, and enable both database procedure invocation 

and parameterized calls to compiled CARAT subroutines. Database procedures are stored 

sequences of database commands that can be manipulated just as rules are stored and ac

cessed for inferencing, and can be parameterized as well. The combination of "live" trig

gers and callable procedures are implementable using the current GQP interface, but re

quire some additional development to generalize callable procedures across platforms. To 

effect these operations, the call to the GQP interface remains: 

OPERATION ( target object) '''fHERE qualification objects 

The GQP is extended, however, by adding the OPERATION type of 

TRIGGER. The TRIGGER type sets up the conditional operation, either a database pro

cedure or subroutine call. The qualification objects map to the trigger data type and con

tain the set of conditions to qualify the invocation of a trigger. The target macro identifies 

the name of the database procedure or subroutine call, and the actual target object con

tains either the database commands or subroutine parameter types, depending on its type 

which is identified inside the object. At run-time, the parameterized call is made when 
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the conditions are satisfied. Parameter values will be accessed as global variables in the 

common area for the database and program. Note these capabilities can be delivered by 

the GQP only if the underlying DBMS also supports them. 

Impedance Mismatch 

The impedance mismatch problem [Maie87b] arises for the GQP when a 

procedural programming language is used. The GQP is a declarative, nonprocedural inter

face that presents a conceptual mismatch with procedural programming languages. There 

is no structural mismatch, however, as the GQP effectively stores and manipulates data 

types in the fonn the programming language requests. The conceptual mismatch is less a 

problem in the GQP because the GQP makes it easier for the programmer to represent 

and manipulate objects that correspond to the real-world domain. When a nonprocedural 

programming language such as PROLOG is used, there is neither a conceptual nor struc

tural mismatch. 

GQP APPLIED TO CARAT WITH DIFFERENT DBMS 

Chapter 4 described a range of DBMS to act as the data management sys

tems for CARAT applications. In this section, three type of DBMS - relational, object

oriented, and generated - are examined to assess potential effects on the GQP. 
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Relational Scenario 

The GQP currently sits atop the Ingres relational DBMS. Relational 

DBMS in the marketplace typically conform to the fIrst normal form constraint (or else 

they are not truly relational). Even this constraint is relaxed in some commercial systems. 

The examination of CARAT and the GQP using a relational DBMS. however. will be 

confIned to those systems that adhere to the fIrst normal form constraint. 

To implement CARAT functionality. a schema that includes user

defInable templates. hypertext links. and the objects in the CARAT data model. is re

quired. This schema is depicted in Figure 5.3. and is the result of numerous meetings 

held over many months between the principal CARAT architects. 

This schema is much like the system catalog of Ingres. The schema holds 

information about CARAT objects in the same way the system catalogs of Ingres main

tain information about relations and attributes. This is also akin to the P-relations and E

relations of Codd in [Codd79]. While there are obvious effIciency concerns for such a 

schema. these concerns are countered by the need for dynamic creation of objects and ob

ject types. This schema allows the same set of relations to be used regardless of the num

ber or type of objects introduced into the system. This guarantees objects will have an 

identical representation across CARAT systems. facilitating communication of informa-
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tion and data portability. In this way, the schema acts as a communication protocol for 

CARAT systems, and will be the basis for designing the type manager in the CARAT ar

chitecture. 

The alternative to this schema is one where relations are created at run

time that correspond to the object types being created. For a relational system, this may 

require the creation of multiple relations, depending on normalization constraints. In typi

cal systems, this requires significant overhead for authorization, and sometimes results in 

relations becoming wholly unavailable to other system users. While these constraints 

could be identified for each DBMS, the code to be written would almost certainly not be 

portable across DBMS. 

CARAT performance is highly dependent on the speed and efficiency of 

the underlying DBMS, schema, and index structures. Fortunately, an elegant feature of 

this schema allows specific relations to be created for performance reasons without any 

change to the GQP. The "Object" relation of Figure 5.3 can be used as a pointer to rela

tions other than the ''Field_data'' relation to hold information. This is how the special 

CARAT data model objects will be implemented to attain performance improvements. A 

simple relational query effects the placement of the data back into structures that 

facilitate communication across CARAT databases. This can be done for any CARAT ob

ject! 
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If the DBA detennines a particular object is accessed at a significant rate, 

the fields of that object can be joined into a single relation (or multiple relations) to en

hance performance. As with regular indexing mechanisms in a DBMS, the change 

remains transparent to the programmer and the user. Only the GQP objects that lie out

side of the compiled code need be changed. This is one of the main design goals of the 

GQP - to be able to introduce schema changes without changing the compiled code. 

It must be stressed CARAT is envisioned as being a mechanism for 

knowledge exploration, and interaction with the system is expected to be highly naviga

tional. This means following links, creating views of objects and object aggregations, and 

traversing those aggregations, as in a directory and file hierarchy. Importantly, the user 

can create "folders" which contain objects as well as other folders. Folders are a special 

kind of CARAT object and are handled separately to gain speed advantages. The repre

sentation of the folder database is depicted in Figure 5.4. 

A completely separate, personal, desktop-based folder database will be 

maintained for each researcher. Folders will "opened" to view the graphical repre

sentations of the objects they contain. Clicking on one of the graphical icons that repre

sent objects will "open" the associated object. For database objects, it is at this point 

when the actual data will be retrieved. For folders, it means only that another set of 

graphical icon representations will be retrieved and displayed. This will happen instan

taneously as all the folder information will be maintained locally in program data struc-
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I Folder Data Schema I • 

II Folder II I I Icon II 
Folder_id Icon_id 
Icon_id Object_id 

Rgure 5.4. Folder Data Schema 

tures. In the relations of the folder database in Figure 5.4, the Icon relation maintains an 

Icon_id and an ObjecUd. The Icon_id points to the graphical representation of the ob-

ject, while the object itself can be a database object or another folder. 

Relational Extensions 

Several DBMS were identified in Chapter 4 that represented extensions to 

the standard relational model, including Iris and POSTGRES. Iris extends the relational 

model with capabilities that still confonn to the first nonnal fonn constraint. For this 

reason, the GQP can successfully deal with the implemented extensions, as long as they 
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are represented cleanly in the underlying data language. POSTGRES is an important can

didate for a DBMS for CARAT, as most of the current development experience is with 

Ingres, its predecessor. 

The GQP's ability to deal with POSTGRES is a bit more problematic due 

to the use of "procedures" as a data type. In POSTGRES, procedures can be stored as an 

attribute of a relation. While POSTGRES procedures correspond to the TRIGGER data 

type in CARAT, storing procedures as an attribute does not correspond to TRIGGER 

storage. POSTGRES procedures are more naturally handled in the GQP like aggregate 

queries. For aggregate processing, recursive capability must be resident in the GQP, as 

discussed previously in the subsection on aggregate queries. Storing and accessing proce

dures as a data type is similar to recursively processing aggregate queries. This is only an 

assessment based on the literature, however, and may be much more different and dif

ficult than outlined here. 

OODBMS 

Object-oriented DBMS relax or eliminate the first normal form constraint. 

Examples include PROBE, Cactis, ORION, and GemStone. The "complexity" of the 

database structures, if not normalized, is a problem for the GQP only when it is a 

problem for the underlying DBMS. There is no internal procedural code to handle an un

normalized set of relations or view. In an OODBMS, procedural code would not be 
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necessary to handle an unnonnalized set of data, and the GQP would work correctly. The 

operations to move data elements from the database into program data structures would 

be perfonned by the DBMS, as they are now. 

In an OODBMS, hypertext navigation is theoretically simple. All 

"linked" data items would be stored physically with the objects they were linked to. 

These items could be accessed and stored in cache with a single disk access (or grouped 

disk accesses). Unfortunately, when items can be linked to multiple objects, the storage 

representation scheme becomes more complex to optimize, and in many cases, access ef

ficiency suffers [Kim89]. This is not an issue that affects the GQP, however, as the GQP 

makes nonprocedural data requests irrespective of index availability or disk organization. 

An OODBMS schema could include any relational schema, as well as a 

schema with unnonnalized relations. This means an OODBMS could be used with thl" 

AAIS in its current fonn, or could be used with the CARAT relational schema in Figure 

5.3. An OODBMS could be used exactly like a relational DBMS with the CARAT 

schema, and could add relations for perfonnance reasons. The ideal performance or

ganization for an OODBMS schema, discussed in the previous paragraph, is unrealistic 

for CARAT. Like the AAIS, CARAT will enable many entities, like AAIS files, to logi

cally point to the same text atom, creating the optimization problem already discussed. 

While redundant storage of objects is a possible alternative to speed access, it is not a 
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very attractive one due to the obvious multiple update problem. It appears that the best 

current schema solution for an OODBMS is similar to the one presented in Figure 5.3, at 

least for collaborative research systems like CARAT. 

DBMS Generators 

Several DBMS generators were described in Chapter 4, including EX

ODUS and GENESIS. GQP compatibility with these generated DBMS is based on the 

previous discussion regarding relational and object-oriented DBMS: if the generators 

produce DBMS which are relational and have normalized relations, or DBMS which are 

object-oriented and have normalized or unnormalized relations, the GQP is an effective 

interface. It is only the combination of an object-oriented approach with normalized rela

tions that presents a problem for the GQP. It fIrst presents a problem for the DBMS, 

however, and there is no procedural code present in the GQP to deal with this anomaly. 

ADDmONAL QUERY PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS 

The GQP is a high-level programmer interface that isolates programmers 

from query syntax and procedural query processing considerations. Research is continu

ing in several areas of query processing that is of interest to collaborative research system 

builders. Semantic query optimization and main memory databases are addressed in this 

section to point to important research. 
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Semantic Query Optimization 

The expertise embedded in the code that comprises the GQP concerns 

database structures, specifically, the expertise encompasses the creation of correct queries 

when schema path information is available. The GQP makes "intelligent" decisions 

regarding the syntactical correctness and efficiency of a query regarding only the 

database structures involved. The GQP makes no intelligent decisions regarding the un

derlying data to improve the efficiency of a query, except in some very obvious cases. 

Semantic query optimization research involves the translation of a query into a more effi

cient fonn based on a knowledge of the underlying data [King80]. A number of re

searchers are performing semantic query optimization research [Chak86, Chak88, 

Ghos88, HammSO, KingSl, Lesm85, Mal186, Shek8S, Shen87, Spyr87]. 

Many conventional query optimizers assume the cost of optimization to be 

negligible, however, they also include mechanisms to limit the optimization processing 

based on estimated total query processing time. Semantic query optimization can be even 

more expensive (in the worst case) and requires sophisticated, knowledge-based algo

rithms to pare down the search space for finding an efficient version of a query. For some 

data sets, the knowledge-based version of the query can show orders of magnitude perfor

mance improvement [KingS!]. For collaborative research systems, this research may indi

cate means of getting additional performance gains based on data specific to a given sys

tem. 
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Main Memory Databases 

Due to the decreasing cost of storage, personal workstations continue to 

experience an increase in the amount of main memory available. While still expensive, 

main memory is now being considered formally as a processing mechanism for database 

operations. Research in this area involves new algorithms for query processing, data and 

index structures, and crash recovery schemes to take advantage of main memory [Bitt87, 

Desh88, Dewi84, Lehm86, Schn89, That86, Thom86]. These research efforts could 

provide significant performance improvements for workstation-based collaborative re

search systems. 

CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY 

In its existing form, the GQP addresses a wide range of the database 

functionality to be embedded in CARAT. Importantly, the GQP - without change - can 

be used for all of the existing functionality in the AAIS. All of the features of the MIS 

will migrate to CARAT in some form. The GQP can manipulate user-definable 

templates, can access and traverse hypertext-like links, can be used to store and retrieve 

expert system rules, and can "understand" calendar time as it applies to objects. Each of 

these capabilities is essential to overall CARAT operation. In addition, this chapter has 

demonstrated the GQP can be used with a range of different underlying DBMS, with few 

caveats. 
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CARAT limitations imposed by the GQP include additional code to be 

written for query time/size estimation, fuzzy query support. and biggers. Query estima

tion and fuzzy query support were addressed in a previous section, and different alterna

tives for implementing an interface for these were identified. Of the above, only biggers 

are essential to CARAT operation, and an extension of the GQP to handle biggers was 

outlined. Given this set of advantages and limitations, the GQP is shmw. to be a viable, 

high-level, nonprocedural, object-based approach to programming database interaction in 

collaborative research systems. 

Ideally, a programming language and DBMS would represent objects in 

exactly the same way. From a system development perspective, an identical repre

sentation of objects in the user interface, programming language, and DBMS would 

facilitate system design and construction, and decrease maintenance costs. The distinc

tion between database objects and program data structures and user interface descriptions 

would begin to disappear in this scenario, and a corresponding increase in programmer 

and analyst productivity should occur. The GQP raises the level of the database inter

face, and pushes it toward a more real-world representation of the infonnation. For this 

reason, the GQP can be used in a total development scenario as above to reduce com

plexity and enhance collaborative research system design, development, and maintenance. 
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CONCLUSION 

This disseration has examined collaborative research systems in the con

text of the technologies that could be used to construct them. This has included an ex

amination of one successful collaborative research system, the Arizona Analyst Informa

tion System (AAIS), and the query processing approach used by the AAIS. Experience 

with the AAIS, both from a researcher and developer perspective, enabled the specifica

tion of a set of requirements for a next-generation collaborative research system, includ

ing a data model and architecture. A set of possible data management systems was ex

amined to assess their applicability to support collaborative research system applications. 

Finally, the generic query processing approach was shown to be viable to support a wide 

range of requirements and data management systems. 

This research enables developers of collaborative research systems to bet

ter assess the entire spectrum of functionality necessary for a particular system, and does 

so in the context of many important emerging technologies. The approach taken in this 

dissertation allows great flexibility on the part of systems developers to build extensible, 

problem-specific collaborative research systems, through an examination of the support

ing technologies and programmer interfaces to them. 
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Appendix A • AAIS Databaso Schema 

I AAIS Database Schema 

II Reference Sectio9 ! 

~ Article! I Book! I Volume! I Othed I Codes! I Author! I Editor! 
refld refld redid rend rend rend publd 
artsource engtlt engtlt Idnum typecode Inam addate 
ongtlt nonengUt nonengtlt seccode fnam In am 
nonengtlt bdate vdate mnam fnam 
vol bpubllsh vpubllsh I Othte~ IJoumal! 

sequence mnam 
num bcopy vcopy saquence 
artdate bedltlon vol refld Jrnld 
pagenum bplace num blbllollne Jlltle 
Idnum Idnum vplace sequence Jpubllsh 
Inquallf Idnum 

II Text Sectiorl! 

I T~~ I Textlinel 
textld textld 
refld texUlne 
dateln sequence 
pagenum 
entryper 
eeccode 
table 

II Index sectionl! 

~ Acronl ~ Cotxtl I File I I Filetext II Person II Org 
BC textld filename filename Inam orgld 
textld cocodo directory toxtld fnam engorgname 
eng_ex fllestatu8 analyst mnam nonengorgnam 
nonong_ox responpor anadate pnatlon orgloc 

checkpor orgsub 
chockdate 

I 
cocode 

~ Indx ] ~ Count~ descrlp Pertext I 
textld coname textld 
keyword cocode Inam I Orgtextl 

fnam textld 
mnam orgld 



Appendix B - AAIS Templates 

I Article Template I IllraI_B_oo_k_T_e_m.p_la_telllllRlllilllli 

ARTICLE TEMPLATE ................... . 
&REFID: 
&JRNID: 
&JTlTlE: 
&PUBLISHER: 
&ENGTIT: 
&NONENGTIT: 
&VOl: 
&NUMBER: 
&DATE PUBLISHED: 
&ART PAGES: 
&AUrHORS: 
&PAGE_OF _REF: 
&TEXT: 
&TABlE: 

&COUNTRY CODES: 
&IDNUM: -
&ENTRY PERSON: 
&SEND_ TO_FilES: 

I Volume Template I 

VOLUME TEMPLATE ........................ . 

&REFID: 
&ENGTIT: 
&NONENGTIT: 
&IN QUALIFIER: 
&VOlID: 
&ENGVOl TIT: 
&NONENGVOl TIT: 
&PUBLISHER: 
&VOl: 
&NUMBER: 
&DATE PUBLISHED: 
&PLACE PUBLISHED: 
&COPIES: 
&ART PAGES: 
&AUrHORS: 
&EDlTORS: 
&PAGE_OF _REF: 
&TEXT: 
&TABlE: 

&COUNTRY CODES: 
&IDNUM: -
&ENTRY PERSON: 
&SEND_ TO_FilES: 

I 

BOOK TEMPLATE •••••••••••••••• 
&REFID: 
&ENGTlT: 
&NONENGTIT: 
&PUBLISHER: 
&PLACE PUBLISHED: 
&DATE PUBLISHED: 
&EDITION: 
&COPIES: 
&AUTHORS: 
&EDITORS: 
&PAGE_OF _REF: 
&TEXT: 
&TABlE: 

&COUNTRY_CODES: 
&IDNUM: 
&ENTRY PERSON: 
&SEND50_FllES: 

Other Template 

OTHER TEMPLATE ................. . 
&REFID: 
&OTHTEXT: 
&AUTHORS: 
&PAGE_OF _REF: 
&TEXT: 
&TABlE: 

&COUNTRY CODES: 
&IDNUM: -
&ENTRY_PERSON: 
&SEND_TO_FllES: 

I Short Template 
SHORT TEMPLATE .................. . 
&REFID: 
&PAGE_OF _REF: 
&TEXT: 
&TABlE: 

&COUNTRY CODES: 
&ENTRY_PERSON: 
&SEND_TO_FllES: 
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